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Jury List Is
Released By
The Sheriff

Trucks Collide At Twelfth
And Chestnut About 5:00 a.m.

James H. Bomar, age 24, of proximately 25 to 30 miles per
Wells, Paris, hour, according to the police
1101 Mineral
Tenn., was fatally injured this report.
The Jury list for the SepBomar was going west on
morning at 5:04 in a two veIt Is difficult for us to conceive tember term of Calloway Cirhicle collision at North 12th Chestnut Street. Jackman told
of winds up to 190 miles per cuit Court has been released
the police that he swerved to
and Chestnut Streets.
hours. Those folks down on the by the office of Sheriff Fannie
Bomar was driving a Chev- miss the Bomar truck but struck
Gulf Coast are getting that kind Stubblefield.
rolet panel truck owned by the truck and then went across
The sheriff has been ordered
of wind now.
Knott's Wholesale Foods, 125 and crashed into the light pole
to subpoena the names to serve
(Continued on Page Six)
N. Blakemore, Paris, Tenn., at
That 35 mile per hour wind we as jurors for the term of court
the time of the fatal crash.
had the other weekend w a s to open September 8 at nine
The deceased was the son of
a. m. in the Calloway Circuit
enough to scare us.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Bomar
Court room. The list of jurors
of Paris, Tenn., and is married
H. L. Hunt: "My idea of phil- was drawn in open court on
to the former Jeri Orris, daughanthropy is to provide Jobs for June 4, 1969. The list is as folter of Mr. and Mrs. Cal Orris,
lows:
ea many people as I can."
also of Paris, Tenn.
Toy Jones, Isaac Groga,n, Mrs.
Bomar and his wife have one
Got our Dogwoods through that J. B.
Erwin, Mrs. Paul Lynn,
child, and just this morning he
dry spell all right, no they Kenneth
Humphreys, Haron
had taken his wife to the Henry
should be able to make it the West,
Mrs. Hollis Walker, Mrs.
County General Hospital awaitrest of way in good shape.
L. W. Paschall, Mrs. Alice
ing the birth of another child.
Knight, and Mrs. Betty Riley.
The other vehicle involved
Ralph Hill is now in the CalA new filling for tooth cavities
Fred Workman, Eddie Shrowas a 1968 Wl.te tranor trail- loway County Jail charged with
has been developed. It is known at,
Mrs. W. D. (Frances) Meer owned by McLean's Trucking "assault and battery" accordas Intermediate Restorative MaCuiston, Ralph Clark, Charlotte
Company, 3747 W. Morris ing to the office of Calloway
terial and is used by the army Barker,
Mrs. Urban Belcher,
Street, Indianadoplis, Ind., and County Sheriff Fannie Stubbleinstead of metallic fillings. It Ben
Hogancamp, Bun H. Hughwas driven by Extell D. Jack- field
is "tough, resistant to abrasion
es, Wanda Erwin, and Mrs. Leman, Route Three, Fairland,
onnty Judge Hall McCulsand dimensionally stable." The
roy Eldridge.
Ind., according to the Murray ton said his bond has not been
idea is to use this stuff to proBrumHardy Barnett, Ben
Police Report.
set as yet
tect against decay while in Viet
Sunday morning at four
Nam. It can be put in more ley, Hugh Miller, John L. WilGeorge T. Hicks of 110 Bradquickly than regular fillings. liams, John Ed Johnson, Laura
ford, New Whiteland, Ind., was o'clock Deputy Sheriff Calton
Parker, Morgan Sisk, Mrs. Max
a passenger asleep in the Mc- Morgan received a call to go
tempted to miss this truck, but struck it turning it over in the
ONE DEAD — One person died early this morning in a colReading a syndicated column Farley, Joe D. Hopkins, and
Lean truck. Neither Jackman to the County Jail to get a warlision at 12th and Chestnut Streets. This Chevrolet truck was
center of Twelfth Street. The driver was dead on arrival at
the other day about how War- Mrs. Wayne Wilson.
or Hicks were hurt in the acci- rant for Ralph Hill that had
Murray Hospital.
Staff Photo by Ed Collie
led b.y George Mauzy,
ren, Ohio, a city of 65,000 peo- Mrs. Charles L. Parker, Joe demolished in the accident. A large tractor-trailer vehicle atdent, according to the police. be eefsililin
ple worked together to prevent Pat Barnett, Raiford Adams,
Ralph (Mary
Jackson told the city police father of Mrs. Ra
child molestation. Under the Jr.. Jerry Maupin, Mrs. Darrell
that he was traveling south on Frances)
banner of Parent Shield Pro- Mitchel, Buron Jeffrey, Jimmy
U. S. 641 or North 12th Street Morgan said he went to the
gram, homes in neighborhoods Bell, Mrs. Peggy Peskuski, Eula
approaching the red light at trailer home of Mrs. Rema Hill
Chestnut and 641 traveling ap at Dexter, mother of Ralph
all over the city are prepared Mae Doherty, and Paul Dunn.
Hill and arrested Hill about
take in a child who is seerMrs. Charles Thurman, Beale
seven a. m. Sunday.
hurt, or bothered by some. Oetiendrhonreavy oolvest,
h The Murray Busiffelk and
Winners in the FFA dairy
Mrs. Ralph Hill was in the
A large orange shield is
Gargus, Amos Tackett, Professional Women's Club will
trailer in a bedroom at the
placed in the windows of these Purdom Lovett, Pauline Wag- meet at the Holiday Inn on cattle show at the Kentucky
time, but she told Deputy Morhomes to let the kids know gner, Porter Farley, Festas Thursday, August 21, at 6:30 State Fair included the follow
ing:
gan that she was alright and
where to go when in need of Story, and Mrs. Virgil Harris. p. m.
Billy Hendon, fall senior heiThree Joppa, Illinois youths both she and Hill told him to
protection.
Miss Sunshine Colley of the fer
Barrie Darnell, Mrs. Joe
calf; senior heifer calf; junMonday waived extradition and get out of the trailer, accord(Madge) Parker, Mrs. Thomas Marshall County Club and di- ior yearling
heifer; two year
were taken to Mayfield on ing to Deputy Morgan
Such a program has been un- Hogancamp, Mrs. Mary Warren rector of District I
will be the old cow.
charges of the fatal beating of
Later in the morning Mrs.
derway in Murray for several Scott, James Robertson, Mrs. guest speaker.
All of these wins by Hendon
a Mayfield boy.
Hill is reported to have fled
years. We do not know how ac- J. D. Rogers, Mrs. 0. B. Boone,
All members are urged to were
in the Jersey division.
tive it is now.
L. K. Pinkley, Mrs. Mary Bog- attend. Reservations should be
Massac County Sheriff Henry from the trailer and got out on
gess, and Geneva Kendell.
made by Wednesday with Mrs.
Brenningmeyer said the the roadside where she was
This is a preventive program
youths, identified as Robe I picked up by someone and
Jessie Shoemaker.
and said one mother'lane thing
Conder, 19, Dennis Leais, le brought to the Murray-Calloway
that's happened is that people
.and Jackie Ray Surrett., 19, County Hospital where she is
no longer are afraid to call the
and
grief
confusion,
shambles.
were arrested in Joppa early listed in satisfactory conditio3
By
WILLIAM
L.
VAUGHN
The Murray-Calloway Count‘
ti oonmorning by hospital au•
police to report a suspicious
officials
county
City
and,
on
Monday on murder 'warrants hraies
GULFPORT, Miss. TIM — HurShrike Club met on Saturday,
person hanging around a playMississippi
entire
Gulf
the
from
Graves County.
August 16, at the home of Mr. ricane Camille's death toll
Miss Karen Shipley, eight
The father of Mrs. Ralph
ground or school or a strange
Coast huddled in an emergenAuthorities
said Wayne Hill, Grorge Mauzy, told tie
car that's repeating its route year old daughter of Rev. and
The art works of Mrs. Yol- and Mrs. William Moffett, Pan- reached 106 today and was ex- cy meeting at Gulfport to bring
pected to
go "considerably
Lindsey of Mayfield was killed Sheriff's office that Hill had
Mrs. Hal Shipley, was present- ley Harvey, 1507 Johnson Boul- orama Shores.
in an area".
A delicious potluck supper higher" as disaster workers about some semblance of order In a fight outside a Mayfield forced his wife at gunpoin: to
ed in a piano recital on Sun- evard, are on display this week
job.
massive
cleanup
in
the
restaurant on Sunday night.
got out of a car and Mauzy
With school starting up next day, August 10, at three p. m. at the Murray Art Guild, 303 was served and dancing was bulldozed through the rubble of
Receding waters uncovered
enjoyed following the meeting devastated towns and villages aslid another daughter told him
week we hope that the local at the Sacramento Baptist East Main Street.
Members and wives present long Mississippi's Gulf Coast. dozens of bodies sprawled in
that she saw Hill slap his wife,
organization is ready. Children Church, Sacramento, Ky.
The Art Guild is open each
area, the mud and tengled wreckage.
Attending the recital were Tuesday through Saturday from were Messrs and Mesdames Ed- The 600-square-mile
accordln‘ to Deputy Sheriff
will once again become vulner"They're still digging them
Morgan.
able going to school, going her grandparents, Mrs. E. D. 11:00 a. m. to 4:00 p. m. and sal Beale, Frank Gibson, Troy crippled by lack of food, waShepherd, Joe Dean Watkins, ter, electric power and com- out," said Bill Harvey, public
Mrs Ralph Hill irks in an
home to lunch, back again to Shipley and Mr. and Mrs. N. A visitors are always welcome.
school then coming home from Ezell, her uncle and aunt and
unconscious
state and local alMrs. Harvey works primarily Johnny Herndon, Charles M. munications, was a bedlam of information officer of the MisVI
sissippi Civil Defense Council. LOCH MOKAR, Scotland
Baker, Milton Jones, William
cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Dan in oil, tempera and acrylic.
school.
tborities have been unable to
and
Simpson
William
The
way
Moffett, Don Robinson, and
He said there were 106 conShipley and daughters, Dana
talk with her as yet, accordIng
Norman Klapp. Visitors were
firmed deaths, but added that Duncan McDonell tell it, they to the Sheriff's office
and Gina, all of Murray, her
HOME ON FURLOUGH
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Williams,
"today was the first chance to were rowing across Loch MorChild molesting is done by great grandmother, Mrs. E. J.
and Dundee Fulford, past potenget bulldozers in and we epect an when up came a monster.
sick people and with a net- Ritchey, and her great aunt,
The two Sunday fishermen
tate of Rizpah .Temple,
the toll to go considerably
work of "havens of safety" 'Mrs. Thelma Beaty. both of
Private Thomas James Robsaid
held
the thing from the deep
Revival
be
services
will
perhaps
Hundreds
and
higher.
our
city,
the
over
Hollywood,
Fla.
scattered
bins, son of Mr. and Mrs
at the United Pentecostal Chur- thousands were injured."
lake was 60 feet long, had
children should be in good
James C Williams, 1303 Doran
ch starting Sunday, August 24
round humps, was dark brown
hands.
FREE KITTENS
Thousands Homeless
Road arrived Saturday from
NOW YOU KNOW
with Rev. Clarence E. Proctor
and came at their 18-foot boat. The Murray Basra of EduFort Leonard Wood, Missouri
of
Florence,
evangeAla.,
the
as
not
As we said before, we do
At least 200,000 were left McDonell said he jammed an cation has called a meeting of
where he has been undergoing By United Press International list.
Tabby kittens, five weeks old,
Most spent the night oar at the Loch Moran mon- the Citizens Advisory Commitknow how active or "alive"
homeless
his military training.
The people of Israel in
Services will be held each
ster. The thing bit the end off tee for Friday August 27 at
organization is, and a purebred Siamese mothis local
After the completion of an Jesus' day spoke Aramaic, a etening at 7:30 p. m
(Continued on Pees Six)
7:30 p. m. in the Home Econooar, McDonell said.
the
ther,
one
free
to
year
but
old,
if
are
PTA)
(sponsored by the
18 day furlough, he will go to
The public is invited to atSo Simpson raised a shot- mics room of Murray High
has lagged, then it should be someone for pets. Call 753-1229 Germany where he will join language once widely used in
* * **
Southwest Asia but now little tend, according to the pastor,
gun and fired. He said the School.
for information.
revitalized.
a unit of the NATO forces.
Rev. Ellis G. Campbell.
The purpose of this meeting
known.
blast dug a four inch wide
hole in the thing and "it dived Is to brief the committee on
Anyone taking pictures to be
school progress and to seek
below the surface."
newspaper
the
printed in
thsir
guidance in planning edit
has
seen
one
else
No
white
black
and
should take
since. Loch Morar is a neigh- ucational improvements for this
pictures. Colored pictures tend
boring lake to Loch Ness where community according to Fred
to be "muddy" since contrast
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico VS Nessie the monster has been Schultz, City Superintendent of
involved.
thing
primary
the
Is
— Hurricane Debbie flailed the
hunt for gen- City Schools.
Sometimes a colored picture
The regular ladies day golf open seas with 100-mile-an-hour the object of a
will come out well if it hap
will be held at the Calloway winds today despite an attempt erations.
The Loch Ness monster Inpens to have good contrast.
County Country Club on Wed- by the U. S. Navy to tame the
vestigation Bureau said it is
Usually however colored pienesdaY. August 20, at nine a. storm with silver iodide.
sure McDonell and Simpson
tres do not come out sharp
m.
third
the
hurricane
The
of
telling the truth and has
are
d clear as they should.
Pairings will be made at the
No. 1 tee. All members not year churned far out in the turned its attention to the
The Wranglers Riding Club
playing in the Tri State Tour- Atlantic east-northeast of Viler- 1,0171foot-deep Loch Moran.
will ride Friday night at seven
nament at Mayfielo are urged to Rico while scientists planned a second seeding assault.
p. m. at the riding ring.
to attend.
Dr. Cecil J. Gentry, director
Games will be crst Five
Ualted Prow International
of the National Hurricane Replace trophies for pony events
CORRECTION
search Laboratory who spent
and two wheel cart class will
Occasional showers and few
15% hours - itN,' air Monday Dear Mr. Williams,
be given.
An error was made in the directing the bombardment of
thundershowers with chance of
heavy rainfall ending in west
There are some things I
cases heard in the Calloway' Debbie with silver iodide partThe riding pen is located
today and elsewhere by late
County Court of Judge Hall icles, said it may take months meant to say last year but you
McCuiston that was run on Fri- to determine whether an at- know bow we put things off. east of Murray off Highwty 94
tonight. Cooler today. Clouds
day, August 15. Ruel G. Mitch- tempt to tame the hurricane I'm so happy and grateful for East.
through tonight and Wednesell,
Jr., of Buchanan, Tenn., was was successful.
day. Highs today .mid 70s-80s.
so many blessings, if I doo3
Lows tonight upper 606 and
fined $100.00 arid costs $13.00
everyone now, I feel like
tell
At the Niitional Hurricane
lower 70s.
for driving while intoxicated Inin Miami, forecaster I'll choke. If you have time
-Center
stead of the $10 00 as listed in Arnold
Suggs said the fact that will you print this for me
Kentucky bake, 7 a m. 356.4,
court report.
the storm continued to pack a Please make it sound right, as
down 0.1. Below dam•302.4, up
100-mile-an-hour wallop does my thoughts get jumbled up
1.6. no gates open.
A Youth Rally will be held
THREE CITED
not necessarily mean Monday's when I try to count our blewBarkley Lake. 7 a m 356.4,
ings. You know all the right at the United PentecOstal Churseeding
had
no
effect.
up 0.1. Below dam 302.2, up
Concord on Friday,
Three juveniles were cited "We can't draw that conclu- words and you can make it ch at New
0.2.
72,
at 7:30 p. in.
August
sound
the
way
I
mean
it.
by the Murray Police Depart- sion," Suggs said. "It will take
Sunrise 6 61. sunset 7:44.
I have the best neighbors
Robert Blalock, 17, Murray, show•cl th• grand champion Jorsoy In the 4-HDalry Show at th• ment on Monday. They
time
to
long,
long
a
analyze
all
were
Moon sets 10 45 p m.
Ellis G. Campbell, pastor,
Kentucky State If air. His prise winning 4-H ani m•I is Goodies Ambassador, a four year old cow. for petty larceny.
the datta."
urges the public to attend
(Continued on Page Seven)

Ralph Hill Is
Arrested By
The Sheriff
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B&PW Club Meets Billy Hendon Wins
Here On Thursday In Jersey Division
Of The State Fair

Miss Karen Shipley
Works Of Murrayan
Presents Recital
Now On Exhibit

Shrine Club Has
Supper Meeting

106 Persons Killed
Thus Far In Wake
Of 200 mph Winds

Illinois Youths Are
Held For Murder

Monster Appears
To Fisherman

Revival Services
At United Church

Advisory Group To
Meet August 27
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colors,
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•ONE KILLED EARLY TODAY IN ACCIDENT
eeri&I-Tear
-Around
Murray
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In Our 90th Year

Flar• Log,
Ski* Zipper.
Crown Clay.

Ladies Day Golf
Is At Calloway

Hurricane Debbie
Flails Open Seas
With 100 mph Wind

Wranglers Riding
Club Will Ride

li

WEATHER REPORT

r Letter To Editorl

Youth Rally At
Pentecostal Church
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Dialfor a prayer
or a hangover cure-

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLI8HF.D by LEDGER
TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
lisa..42asisolidatton of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, ahd
111116'111111119-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian.,
January 1, 1942.
183 N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 41171

bad, oatmeal gruel and black
By PETER J. SHAW
tea are recommended."
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
LONDON (UPI) — The
American executive banged his
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor.
or Public Voice items which, In our opinion, are not for the beat
British telephone on the desk
interest of our readers.
in fury. For five minutes his
attempted call was repeatedly
NATIONAL RKPREEIENTATIVES: WALLACE Wrrsixst CO., 1501
cut off in mid-dial by mechaniMadison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y,
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
cal quirks.
Finally completed, it was aTonite thru Wed.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranamiasion
because of static.
bandoned
Second Class Matter
The executive had dialed the
corps following cancellation of the military program. Five
SUBSCIPTION RATES. By Carrier in Murray, per week Mg, per
ASTRONAUTS REASSIGNED — The U.S. Space Agency anspecial number for the recorded
nounced at Cape Kennedy, Fla., that seven Air Force
are i from left) Karol J. Bobko; Henry W. Hartsfield Jr.;
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50;
recipe of the day. He gave .up
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere 116.00. All service subscriptions $8.00.
astronauts slated for duty aboard Manned Orbiting LaboraRichard H. Truly; Donald H. Peterson and Charles G.
between six diced scallions and
tories iMOL) have been reassigned to the civilian astronaut
Fullerton. Not shown are Robert Critten, Robert Overnivci
the marinated fillet of prime
"The Outstanding Civic /islet of a Community is the
Integrity ef its Newspaper"
Angus beef. Transportation, gave a capsule
European telephone systems
critique of Secretary John A,
often try the users' patience,
TUESDAY — AUGUST 19, 1969
Volpe:
but a successfully completed call
"He asks for a report, then
to the growing spate of special
ignores it; he contradicts
service numbers in Europe can
himself; and the department
produce some unusual rewards ijunjejLienenemsgnaul:EG
goes on as if there were no
- if you keep at it:
Hamburg,
cure
in
hangover
secretary."
A
=DMZ a Tim= MIS
HICKMAN, Ky., Aug. 18—Billgruel and
"oatmeal
Germany
-—
By
JOAN
DEPPA
Fields, 14, son of Mr. and Mrs.
In the Washington suburb of
PARIS (UPI) — Not many black tea if it's really bad."
Ardel Fields of Hickman was
Silver Spring, Md., there's a visitors realize it, but much of The tone "A" for violin tuning
Parker Harrell, age 70, died this morning at two o'clock at shot and killed in a hunting acA just-for-you
shop called "He Man Hair- the monumental splendor of in ,Holland.
By
LEON
BURNETT
cident at 8:30 a.m. today.
his home on Kirksey Route One.
pieces."
Paris is due to Napoleon Bona- prayer from an Italian priest
+ ENDS TODAY*
Fulton
Don
County
Coroner
John Pasco, chairman of Chief Chenubby Boy Scout District
parte's astute sense of public in the wee hours. Five minutes
Chaney
ruled
this
afternoon
that
meeting
a
night
at
honored
last
for the past three years, was
WASHINGTON (UPI)— Odds
of comprehensive sex education
relations.
Fields died as the result of an
of the district committee.
nation's
ends
from
,
the
for
and
the kiddies in Hamburg and
The
Arch
de
Triomphe,
for
"The Love
Marsha Hendon of New Concord 4-H Club and Danny Kemp "accidental shooting" after a capital— mostly odd:
Hospital Report
instance, is really a gigantic testi- birth- control advice for grown
shotgun
belonging
to
Johnny
An4k
winners
of the Murray College High 4-H Club are pictured today as
"In the revised budget," said
mony to the greatness of Napo- ups in Warsaw.
in the Calloway County 4-H and FFA Dairy Show held at Murray drews, 15, was accidentally dis- Rep. John M. Slack, D-W.Va.,
Sat.*:
The special numbers include * Wed. thru
leon, built with his personal
charged. Andrews is the son of
State College on August 15.
during House defense appropri- ADULTS 90
supervision. In the same cate- a range of standard offerings
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Andrews
Mrs. Arlo Sprunger showed slides of the Girls Scouts' trip to
hearings, "you are NURSERY 2
ations
gory are the towering column like weather reports, recorded
of Hickman.
Colorado at the luncheon of the Girl Scouts and leaders.
,in the Place Vendome. cast from prayers. road conditions, traffic
According to information ob- asking for an additional $19 AUGUST 15, 1969
million because of redcoste
1,200 cannons captured by Bon- problems, racing and lottery retained in the investigation by
slippage.
aparte's
troops from France's 'sults, movie and theater offerADMISSIONS
Chaney a n d Sheriff James
•
"First of all, tell us whaA this
enemies, the obelisk in the Place ings and tourist information.
•
"Buck" Menees, Fields, An•
program
is
and
why
you
are
Also instant help numbers for C.
Harold A. Vaughn, 220 South de la Concorde brought back
drews and Fields' brother, Tony,
requesting an additional $19 15th, Murray; Mrs. Kathleen C. from his campaign in Egypt, and would-be suicides and recorded
Tony
Jack
13, were returning from a hunt- million."
McNew, New Concord; Mrs. Bur- much of the statuary that adorns advice for heavy smokers and
LEDGER & Thais FILE
ing trip. They stopped to unload
Army Brig. Gen. W.F: Pitts: tin Edwards, 743 Nash Dr., Mur- the exterior of the Louvre.
drinkers.
Germans can teletheir guns before entering their "1 will ask our director of ray; Baby
-I permit you to compare me phone for four-minute news
Girl Daniel, 220 So.
Natalie
automobile and Andrews' gun programs, General (G.S.) Boy- 12th, Murray.
to God," Napoleon wrote to broadca.sts.
BM EDWARDS
Deaths reported are Mrs. Maurine Rogers Stubblefield, age 31, went off, striking and killing land, to answer that, sir.
Baron Vivant Denon—by title,.
Britain has a telephone wakeBoylan: "Mr. Chairman, Redof East St. Louis, Ill., formerly of Murray, and Walter Buchanan, Fields.
DISMISSALS Director of Fine Arts, in practice, up service at 24 cents (2 shit.
The accident occurred in the ceste is an acronym - for
age 88, of Murray.
the Emperor's public relations lings) a soothing-voiced call.
Brownsville
of
Hills
the
area
"reduction of costs, Europe."
Master Daryl Rogers, Rte. 1, chief.
Three Murray travelers, W. J. Pitman, Phil Crawford, and Ben
Contemplated is a bedtime stor UCIIKIWAMINK114 Fel WWI MIL
--Crawford, in a 1931 Ford are expected to be in New York City Community in Fulton County beHazel; Kirby Bucy, Rte. 1, Almo;
The grandiose order is dis- service for children. The BnSecretary Robert H. Finch of Mrs. Dora Cherry, Rte. 3, Mur- played at the Bibliotheque Nat- tish favorite is still the "Bippy"
today on their trip to Canada. They said they had passed four hind the West Kentucky Lumber
Co., according to Fulton County Health, Education and Welfare ray; Clayton Hargrove, 104 North ionale (National Library)
cars so far in their travels.
and
hasn't exactly had thing all his 10th, Murray; Alvin Howard,Rte, evidence of how well it was time service, begun in 1936: *31Lialbilia.M.M.MUKMICIEK
Miss Naomi Lee Whitnell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John authorities.
Fulton
attended
the
Fields
way so far. Prompting Rep, 2, Farmington; Mrs. Nancy Stee- carried out is part of an even Dial 12:3 and a velvet female
Whitnell, was married to Raymond Taylor Hewitt, son of Mr.
says "at the third
and Mrs. A. R. Hewitt, at the First Methodist Church on August County High School and was a Charles F. Joelson, D-N.J., to le, Hardin; Mrs. Maggie Upchur- more impressive exposition at voice
it will be _ _ —hip, b stroke
Cathip, hip."
Heart
Sacred
member
of
remark:
11.
ch, 900 Olive, Murray; Mrs. Mae the Grand Palaia, just across the
Dialing 162 anywhere in
"This gentleman has already Ross Jones (Expired), Rte. 2, River Seine from the Emperor's
The J. K. Polk Wells chapter of the Children of the Confed- olic Church in Hickman. His
Switzerland provides latest wareracy met with Jennie Sue and Frankie Stubblefield on August U. father is the postmaster in Hick- been so undercut by the Nixon in care of Doris Ezell, Murray. tomb.
nings of avalanche possibilities.
man.
administration in the attainThere
hangs
the
overpowering,
Frequently busy in winter.
Besides his parents, Fields is ment of the goals of his
*ENDS TODAY*
larger-than-life portrait by Louis
survived by an older brother, department that it is understanDavid,
the
most
gifted
of
the
Taxes,
too
Steve; a younger brother, Tony; dable why hs is increasingl'y
"Hard Contact"
•a younger sister, Cindy, his being referred to as 'Secretary They have a yen artists Vivant Deaion•'commisspecial Belgian number ex
sioned
to
glorify
Napoleon.
It
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Er- Flinch."
plainshe
A
country's new tax
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
the Emperor much as he
for colorful carp shows
nest Fields of Hickman and Mr.
system. Viennese can dial avail- * Wed. thru Sat.
must
have
seen
himself,
seated
able
and Mrs. Charles A. Stahr of
job listings or recorded
"Monday," the Republican
majestically on his throne, omnireadings
for shorthand practice. SOARING
National Committee's
new
GULFPORT, Miss. — Thomas Parker. an offshore oil work- Hickman.
potent
as
an
Olympian
god.
OJIYA, Japan (UPI) — It
Funeral services will be con- weekly newsletter, enthused by
If
the
bomb drops. France
er caught in Hurricane Camille, on the storm:
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crown Bonaparte
ducted at 10 a.m. Wednesday at President Nixon's tour, carried may sound fish) but the fact
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r"TURE
unbelieveable. That's the first hurricane I've ever been through
eventually discarded in favor Of
burial in the Hickman city cemReported that the President 125 miles north of Tokyo do a gold laurel leaves; huge allegonc
•
onely Parisians can call "SOS LIVES
be Me last if I got anything to do about it."
and
whopping
business
selling
coloretery.
outlined his policies regarding
itie" (SOS friendship) and
paintings of his great battles like
ful carp.
Friends may Call at Barrett that area on Guam, Aug. 1.
chat
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from
M.
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Whitney
Director
Greek
WASHINGTON — Urban League
mythology:
Funeral Home after 9 a.m.
Not
far
off.
It
was
cniture-starved,
the French can
July
25.
Jr., objecting to the nomination by President Nixon of Judge Tuesday.
The nishiki (brocade) carp, and the magnificent gilt bassinet dial-a-poem. Gourmets have a
The publication also attributt\N
built
for
his
son,
the
infant
King
Clement Haynsworth to the Supreme Court:
ed to Nixon a string of quotes— which come in 40 colors in- of Rome.
number to solve crises like what
"At this crucial point in our history the nation cannot afford
gold
and
cluding
silver, carry
which turned out instead to be
wine goes beat with bouillabaisse.
And there, to show the real
to lose the crusading reform spirit that has characterized the
a staff member's own summa- price tags ranging from 10 yen
Between Dec. 30 and Jan. 2.
(27 cents) to 3 million yen stature of the man, are the drinkers in Hamburg can dial
court in recent years.ry of what was said.
braided jackets he wore as a counsel on hangover prevention
($8,330).
--The fishermen raise the carp young soldier and Premier and cure.
WASHINGTON — A spokesman for the Professional Air
Kenneth Miller, a Yale junior
Interning in the Department of in ponds until they grow big Consul, so small they look like
Traffic Controllers on the progress of the union's attempt to
Before: "eat a hearty meal,
enough to be placed in a weekly they could have been worn by a
force better safety standards by a program of mass resignations, PRINCETON, Ky., Aug. 18 —
if possible including salad with
services for Finis
child,
funeral
Joint
visited
auction
by
wholesalers
which PATCO has decided to drop:
The Mclntoshes were residents and carp lovers.
R. McIntosh, 38, and his son,
Napoleon and his admirers mayonnaise, deviled eggs and
"In spite of the lumps the organization has taken and the Ricky, 12, will be conducted at
of Hammond. Ind., and formerly
An auction sells an average of started his "PR" campaign early fried potatoes.
individual controllers have taken, the basic aims of the organi- 11 a.m. Tuesday at Morgan FuAfter: "drink milk and eat
resided in Christian County.
10 million yen ($27,000) worth. and their main concern seemed
TECIINICOUNt.
only
zation have been accomplished for the most part."
light foods. Take a long
Mrs. McIntosh was critically
Iburelossal b, 111101A MIA %tramples C..
neral Home here by the Rev.
to
be
impresSing
the
common
Inspired by a large volume of
C W.I D.s•ey Preouthorti
injured in the accident while orders placed by Japanese in people.
,walk in the fresh air. Afterward,
Jimmy Russell. Burial will be
PRAGUE — Deposed Czech leader Alexander Dubcek warn- in Riverside Cemetery in Hopthree other children, Larry, Hawaii and North and South
take a nap. If hangover is very
Napoleon Featured
Pamela and Donna, escaped America, the enterprising fishing his countrymen against violent demonstrations this week on kinsville.
Early paintings of the Arcole
with minor injuries.
the anniversary of the Russian invasion of the country one year Young McIntosh was killed in
ermen are now talking about bridge battle, the first important
Mr. McIntosh's mother, Mrs. building ponds in Florida for victory of Napoleon's career,
a car-truck collision early last
ago:
Ruby McIntosh, resides in
SEE ALLEN ROSE OR BRUCE THOMAS ...
"A level-headed approach is necessary to prevent the na- Friday at Paxton, Ill. His father
an easy access to customers a- showed both Bonaparte and aPrinceton.
died of injuries Saturday night.
BEGIN SAVING WITH A 525 DEPOSIT!
nother officer leading the charge.
tional feelings of the people from being misused."
broad.
Later painters Were encouraged
Receive FREE Stainless (5 pieces)
to use artistic license and showed
only Bonaparte carrying the viceB
erih
.
tory
Thbann
liotheque exhibits
show both types of Arcole paintings, hung side-by-side, and what
But the Lord is faithful, who shall stablish you, and keep you from
could be described as the layout
evil. — II Thessalonians 3:3.
Road driving was a popular sport
The Lord is dependable, and if we are committed to Him, we can
The Bull's Head section of Manhattan, was of the Napoleonic advertising
61
campaign.
n
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states
from
the
dependable.
opening
become
frequently a scene of impromptu competlPlans for most of the major
of the 19th century, but it lacked any formal
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monuments
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at
a
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conPaper sours on scientists'
the Driving Club of New York was formed.
many carryinf the Emperor's
walkers at street crossings. The "swells" reknow
how
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don't
cluded
TOKYO (CPI)
The
"It soon had its imitators in Brooklyn, Bossignature of 'Nap" and notes
sorted to races on Long :Island, and insured
ton, Philadelphia, Baltimore and cities in
Mainichi newspaper says scien- athlete's•foot is spread or how
of
the
Club.
formation
by
stating
status
his approval or disapthemselves
the West," a sports historian states.
tists should examine the powers it can be cured.
CLARK KINNAIRD • proval of the projects in ques*5*
President Grant fostered favor for the
of vinegar as a cure for athlete's
Mali Head Tavern, scene as pictured by
Hot iron oranmng of livetion. The records show he turned
sport by his driving of fast, high steppers.
foot.
14'nud for Harper's Weekly, 1889. The
stock was practiced in Egypt
down the marble carvings ori(A
Weshington
policeman,
unaware
of
the
Tavern was Inn, bank, and general business
The Mainiehi said scientists as early as 20(X) B.C.
ginally proposed for the base of
offendir's identity, flagged down and ticketemporium for this largest horse trading the Arch de Triomphe and, in a
ed Grant for reckless driving, then learned
I.enter in the East. Daniel Drew's.checkered
rare moment of modesty, rejeche had arrested the ,President. But Grant
career as a New York financial "robber
ted the idea that he should be
commended him for doing a policeman't duty.)
baron" proceeded from proprietorship of It.
portrayed driving the chariot
atop the Arch de Carousel.
When Empress Marie-Louise
Only Three
presented her husband with a
charming miniature of their son
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in prayer, Napoleon handed it
With Additional $25 Deposits
over to Vivant Denon and asked
Buy Above Set for Only '2.25
'him to have it inscribed with thewords "God Save My Father
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and France."
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ver of a candy box, with him to
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his belongings after his death,
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Nineteen Golfers Remain In
Tourney At Oaks Club

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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West Kentucky Golf
Spotlight Will Be On
Oaks August 23

Nineteen golfers remain Hi enship, was eliminating Amos
the Oaks Country Club's an- Tackett in a nip-and-tuck afnual membership match play fair which ended on the 18th
tournament after the first week green.
of play,
Heilig, who won from HowP:C•420,CV•le•:+7,47POC*44pct:NIPM441:4 "e
in the championship flight, ard Crittenden earlier, rested
A.,
•
Ken Harrell fired a one-over- over the weekend while Lawson
par 73 at Roy Cothran Friday was eliminating Paul Ragsdale.
Standing
-A, '
e
•,,
to defeat the Calloway County In the third flight, Ken Ad!,
t•,
C•ekete00eCe
High basketball coach 3 and ams faces Jemes Ward in the
stel-`-%.*NO•ATTZOOtiCet,ate
The West Kentucky golf first three holes before the
2.
upper semi-final bracket, while
spotlight will focus on Murray golfer moves to the new part
NATIONAL LEAGUE
*
Brown
Harrell now faces Graves Purdom Lovett meets Jim BryEAST
this weekend for the third an- of the course for holes 4, 5, 6
orris, who defeated Bob an in the lower.
W. L. .Pct. GBChicago
nual invitational tournament at and 7, returning to the original
By VITO STELLING
75 45 63.
Cleveland
3-1.
edged
4 and 2 Saturday in a
New York
Ward beat Mickey Boggess
66 51 .564 7/
1
2 the Oaks Country
nine for 8 and 9.
Club.
St Louls
UPI Sports Writer
67 53 .354 II
rain-punctuated first-round mat- over the weekend to get a crack
Dave Boswell, making his RIps
o
r.
otr
61 56 .521 121/2
On the back nine, play starts
More than 150 golfers are exHere's a quick definition of first appearance since hie
4$ 70 .57 26
ch, in an upper bracket semi- at Adams, w.nner of two earMontreal .
38 $3 .414 37/
1
2 pected to play in the two-day, at the
140-yard, lake-guarded
expansion
baseball:
manager
final battle.
WEST
with
celebrated
fight
.ier matches, while Lovett beat
W L. Pct. G.S. 36-hole event Saturday and Sun- former No. 5, which has beIt's
a
time
when
In the lower bracket, Bobby Grogan in a rudden death playan Billy Martin, took a 6-3 lead Cincinnati
64 50 .561
be AngtieS
day. August 23-24.
come No. 10, followed by old
65 53 .551
1
team
Fike fell before Karl Hunting off Sunday for the right to enbalanced
like
the into the eighth when he had lo Houston
64 35 338 2
/
1
2
The $15 entrance fee includ- Nos. 6 and 7, now 11 and 12,
Son
Francisco
1.4 35 .3311 311/2
2 and 1. Hussing now meets face Bryan.
Cincinnati Reds can be in first retire with a blister on his o5on Diego
35 *3•292
es practice rounds Thursday before the golfer moves again
David Buckingham, a 4 and 3 Bryan had advanced by tak- place.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
finger. Tony Conigliaro tagged
and Friday, August 21 and 22, to the new section, playing 13,
EAST
winner over the defending ing Tio. Weaver in an openThe Reds' grip on first place Phil Zepp for a three-ran
W L. Pct. G.I. in addition
to lunch both days. 14, 15, 16 and 17. No. 18 is
IA 35 .706
champion, Jim Buchanan.
ing round match and eliminai- in the Western Division of the homer to tie it and George Baltimore
Detroit .
67 51 .568 16/
1
2
Gaston
In the first flight, Rickey ;ng Fred Pogue in the second National League is slipping— Scott gave Boston the victo
64 56 .333 201/s
This will be the first time the the former fourth hole, a 515New York
61 60 .504 24
Jones beat Joe Emerson 2 up round
Washington
t3urnament has been played yard, uphill dogleg 5-par hole.
61 61 .500 24/
it's down to half a game—but over Minnesota in the 10th
1
2
Cleveland
50 72 .410 35/
1
2
to move into a semi-tinal mat- In the fourth flight, J a ck it's surprising that a team like'
over the club's newly-expanded, The nine new greens average
WEST
each, and one
W L. Pct. G.E.
call with Jerry Grogan, who Keene is in the finals, having 'Cincinnati can be in first by doubling lit we deciding run.
6,270-yard,
18-hole layout, par 8,000 square feet
Minnesota
71 49
demanding
most
of
is the
the
Oakland
68 49 581
11
/
2
defeated John White 3 and 2. advanced into the cherished any margin at all.
for which is 72.
Konsas Cltv
49 70 412 211
/
2
550-yard, 5-par, No. 7.
Seattle
46 69 4.10 211
In the lower bracket in the bracket by defecting Tommy
/
2
Belanger Paces Baltimore
Play
opened
was
in
early
California
There was a good example
46 69 .400 22Vi
Chicago
46 74 .383 25
same flight, Ronnie Danner, alohon 7 and 6 Saturday.
July on nine additional holes, Here, the golfer's drive must
Monday night when the Reds
Mark Belanger drove in 12
winner over Chester Thomas, Facing Keene will be the made five errors and four
which had been in the develop- thread a 30-yard opening 150
meets Jim White, who eliminat- winner of the Dan Edwards
ment stage for more than two yards from the tee in order to
pitchers gave up 17 hits in a 12- runs to pace Baltimore
ed %Well Parks over the week- Billy Morton match in the low- 5 loss in
years. These holes have been permit an open second shot
10 innings to Seattle. Belanger hit a thre
AMERICAN LEAGUE
eishth-run
double
in
the
end.
run
worked into the original nine The green is guarded from 150
games:
Night
er semi-final bracket. Edwards Pittsburgh.
Boston 7. Minnesota 6(10 'animas)
In the second flight, its Jun- defeated Bill Seale in the fire
with four of the new holes be- yards out by three large oak
second inning and added a two.
Kansas City 6. New York 1
Game Sewed Up
Bonlmoro at Seattle
ior Compton against Mark round, while Morton had drawn
run single in the sixth. Jom Pa, Covelond
ing played on the front nine trees on the right and two on
California
ot
With two out in the ninth, the
the left with only another 30(Only pornes scheduled)
Blankenship in the upper semi- a bye.
and five on the back nine.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Reds seemingly had the game lmer, making his first start
Night Mame.
final bracket, and Ted Lawson Play will continue in the
Oaks Pro Lee Story has the yard opening providing a clear
P,htsburgh 12, Cmcinnotl 5 (10 innin0S)
sewed tip. The Reds, who red 5- since his no-hitter, tossed
(Only SIOTOS SCIWOUlefil
against Don Heilia in the low- tournament
entire course in excellent con- shot to the green.
throughout the 2 going into the ninth, still had eight-hitter.
Golfers hitting the seventh
er bracket.
dition and several out-of-town
month of August with the pargreen in three also can have a
Compton advanced by defeat- ticipants arranging their own a 5-3 margin when Manny
golfers
were
highly
complimenWally Bunker drove in three
Sanguillen hit a two-out grouning Walter Jones, while Blank- matches.
tary of the layout and the play- putting problem as the huge
runs with a single and a double
der at Woody Woodward. The
ing conditions after practice green measures 143 from front
and pitched an eight-hitter as
to rear and 100 feet across near
shortstop threw it away to let Kansas
AMERICAN LEAGUE
rounds
this weekend.
city drubbed New York.
Cevelond (Mrpowell 13-(0) at Oakland
one run in and Al Oliver
(Dobson 13-9) 9- 30 m.
The front nine at the Oaks the middle.
Gene Michael's throwing error
Baltimore (Cuellar 16-9) at California
followed with a double and the
(May 5-9). 10 on,
now
starts with the original, A deep, bush-lined ditch borthe
'with the bases loaded in
Detroit (Kilkenny 2-3) at Seattle (Barber
ders the entire length of the
game was tied.
2.21,
10
D
rn.
fourth inning also helped the
New York (DownIng 3-3) at Kansas City
hole on the left and makes
A seventh-run 10th inning
6-10), 730 p.rn.
.Royals' to two runs. Mel (Drage
6hIc000 (Horlen 9-13) at WashIngtori
play even more demanding on
gave the Pirates the victory Stottlemyre, 16-10, took the loss. (Cox
7.51. 6:5 Dm.
the hole.
Minnesota (Perry 143) at Boston (Lon.
and cut the Reds' lead over Los
bore 74), 6- 30 pm.
Golfers wishing to participate
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Angeles to just half-a-game.
SOO Frann
.
(hiaricahl 14-1) Cl New
California snapped a 1-1 tie in York
in
the invitational may contact
(Dent
pm.
0). 715
San Francisco, Houston and
Son Diego
'Orin( 1-12) at Montreal
By United Press International
the eighth with two unearned (Renko
the pro, Ira Lee Story, at the
241 7:a5
worked for the company the last Atlanta are all just two games
LOS Angeles (Bunning 10-9) at Philadelruns to beat Cleveland. Tom phia
clubhouse (Phone No. 753-6454)
back.
three years.
(Johnoon 54), 6:35 p.m.
Murphy pitched a six-hitter for
Houston (Wilson 13-1) at Pittsburgh
It's not a time for gloating Reg
in Murray, or the tournament
(Walker 1-3). 7-05 p.m.
Carolan, the Kansas City
T h e Pittsburgh - Cincinnati
the victory. Bubba Morton's
for the New York Jets.
chairman, Graves Morris.
Atlanta (Nlekro 16-101
at Chicami
Chiefs' tight end, underwent contest was the only National
(Holtzman 1341. 130 D rn.
fielder's choice grounder scored
Morris' address is 1515 JohnThe Jets, who conquered the
Cincinnati (Maloney 5-3) at St. Louts
knee
surgery
after
being League game played but in the the deciding run after Jim (Washburn 3-7), $p
son in Murray, and his phone
world and then New York in
Injured in Saturday night's American League, Boston
number is
Fregosi singled and went to
that order, took it in stride
exhibition game against Cincin- edged Minnesota, 7-6, in 10
CHICAGO (UPI) — George
e, Louisville, a forsecond when losing piteter
Monday after beating the New nati.
PADUCAH, Ky., Aug. 18. — Seals, the Chicago Bear
A reserve for the past five innings, Kansas City beat New
off
mer star with the Murray State
Ron
York Giants. 37-14, Sunday and seasons before
Law
ftunbledJayJohnst
one's
—
Sonny
Haws, who sive guard who walked out o
moving to the York 6-1, Baltimore routed
University golf team, won the
acted like the world champions No. 1
guided Paducah Community
spot when Fred Arbansas Seattle, 12-3 and California sacrifice bunt.
training camp last week in
event last year.
they are.
College's
basketball
team
to
a
switched to tackle, Carolan
salary dispute, officially retired
The Jets, who suffered years may miss
national crown last season, rethe whole season.
signed Monday but will remain Monday with the blessings of DAYTON, Ohio (UPI)— Ray
of insults and slights while
Papa Bear George Halas.
Floyd withstood a final-round
as athletic director. His assistplaying second fiddle to the
Halas who owns the Bears, challenge by Gary Player to
ant, Jimmy Peck, was chosen
Giants in the nation's largest
and
Seals issued a joint win the PGA golf championship
,10 succeed him.
y, pointed out they had
WIMBLEDON, England
statement
in which they said by one stroke with a 72-hole
red what they set out to (UPI)—Elie Nastase of Romathat Seals would work full time score of 276.
ye but didn't throw many nia beat England's Mark Cox 3want to be mediocre anymore. for a mail order firm for which
By MILTON RICHMAN
bailers?" came an inquiry,
gibes at the Giants. They let 6, 6-1, 6-4, 6-4 to give his
I was tired of it."
he has worked the last three
UPI
Sports
Writer
trace
tiniest
the
of
with
laced
the scoreboard speak for itself. country the inter-zone Davis
The two-under-par 69 Mowry years in the off season in a
sarcasm.
Besides meeting their top Cup championship and the right
over
the
tough management training program.
DAYTON, Ohio (UPI)— There "I don't see why not," said fashioned
AFL rival Oakland, on Monday to meet the U.S. in the
National Cash Register course
Halas called Seals a "fine
arrives
a
time
in
the
affairs
of
Mowry.
night, the Jets will meet two challenge round next month.
every man when a nagging
Right there and then he here Thursday was anything player" and said "while some
NFL division champions, Min--but mediocre. It puts him in a of our difficulties arose over
nesota on Aug. 30 and Dallas on DALLAS (UPI) — Catherine little voice from deep down heard that nagging little voice
spot to go home with salary, other considerations
good
inside
him
funnels
411••••••
back
up
the
from deep down inside him
Sept. 6, before opening the LaCoste of France beat Shelly
some important money and it entered into Seals' decision to
regular season on Sept. 14 Hamlin of Fresno, Calif., 3 and Information, Charlie, old boy, hollering back up, Charlie, old
also puts him in the same retire." The "other consideraagainst O.J. Simpson and the 2 to win the U.S. Golf you've just shot your' mouth off boy, you've just shot your moth
category With some hungry tions" mentioned referred to
too
much.
off too much.
Buffalo Bills.
Association's women's amateur
young golf plasers.
the management training pro- 464!
Larry Mowry, a 32-year-old
It was too late.
Monday was an off-day for golf championship.
America's
Larry
Mowry
isn't
making
gram.
touring
Las
from
Vegas,
pro
Largest
doubters
the
line
in
The
of
most of the teams but Bob
--Sang
heard that little voice once.
tavern who couldn't wait to any brash predictions, though. Seals, who played his college
Griese, the Miami Dolphins'
Sunday
That nagging little voice, you ball at Missouri, has five years
Cigar
There was no mistaking it separate Mowry and his money
fine young passer, loosened up
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UP1)—
know.
with
the National Football
his passing arm for the first Gary Hall, Mike Burton and whatsoever. Mowry heard the stretched from the table he was
League to quality for the
time since suffering bruised Debbie Meyer set world records voice in a tavern one night sitting at to almost clear out
HAVERFORD, Pa. (UPI)—
players pension and appeared
ribs against the Chicago Bears on the closing day of competi- three years ago. He heard it so the door.
Cliff Richey won the men's
"They thought I was some singles crown in the 70th in 68 of a possible 70 games in
on Aug. 9. Coach George Wilson tion in the National AAU well that he certainly isn't
said Griese will start against swimming and diving cham- about to shoot off his mouth kind of nut," Mowry says. Pennsylvania Lawn tennis his pro career. He injured a
again and tell everybody he's a "Frankly, I was beginning to championship with a 6-4, 7-9, 6- knee in the last game of last
the
Cincinnati
Bengals on pionships.
cinch to win the PGA title even wonder myself. It was some- 2, 6-4 victory over Robert season and underwent surgery
Saturday night.
--in April.
though he came in with a red- thing I'd never do again. To Carmichael of Australia.
George Seals, who walked out
CAMBRIDGE
JUNCTION,
of the Chicago Bears' training Mich. (UPI)— David Pearson hot opening 69 which makes make matters worse, when I
him one of the early factors in got out to the course I found
camp last week, apparently has won
the
rain-delayed
and
retired. In a joint statement, shortened Yankee 600 auto race this ma)or golf championship.
out it was a par 72."
Except for the fact he's
President George Batas and when it was halted by darkness
"blond, Larry Mowry looks a
What did Larry Mowry do?
Seals will work full time for a after 330 miles.
good deal like the late John F. What could he possibly do? He
mail order company. He has
Kennedy. He has a number of went out and shot a 64. He was
his mannerisms, too, and he's a so excited and overwhelmed by
native New Englander, having what he had done that he
been born in Newport, Rhode completely forgot all those with
Island.
whom he had wagered. So he
Mowry is a swinger along never got to collect all his
with everything else. Better money, but he knows all about
make that
ex-swinger. He thewages of sin.
claims he has changed his ways
Mowry knows some other
•
but there's a suggestion of things, too.
By WILLIAM VERIGAN
time it was as mucn as over mischief and laughter in his
He knows he has been a funUPI Sports Writer
for Wepner. The first jab light blue eyes when he says it lover
all his life and he also
NEW YORK (UPI)—The
caused the cut to start bleeing so you are perfectly free to
knows fun and golf make a
perspiration was still dripping again and the tight was halted draw your own conclusion.
poor mixture. So he has had to
off George Foreman's forehead after 54 seconds of the third
Back to that little voice in the make an adjustment.
after he stopped Chuck Wapner round.
tavern, though.
"Before, I only lived for good
on cuts in the third round of his
The town the tavern was in times. If someone told me a
It was Foreman's fourth was Roanoke, Va., and
main event debut at Madison
the place where there was a topless
Square Garden.
consecutive knockout as a pro, reason Mowry was there was
dancer, I'd be there. I wouldn't
Dick Sadler, Foreman's ro- and the reporters were already because it happened to be
the be thinking about golf at a time
tund little manager, looked asking him about how he might site of the Sam Snead Festival,
like that."
slyly out of the corner of his fare against Joe Frazier, who which wasn't a party but a twoNear to Meer' you are
eye at his fighter and then told claims a share of the divided day tournament where some
Which merely proves Larry no matte/ where you are
of
heavyweight title.
the cluster of reporters:
the lesser known playing pros Mowry is a red-blooded Ameri"You guys are always asking
like Larry Mowry maybe could can boy. But even 'red-blooded
estions about how fighters "It's like this," explained win himself a buck or two.
American boys have to take
look. Well, I want to know what Foreman. "The shortest disMowry hadn't even seen the stock sometimes and Mowry
you think of George after tance between two points is a course yet and was sitting did after injuring ligaments in
seeing him against Wepner."
straight line. Frazier only around with some of the "boys" his left wrist two months ago
Well, Dick, George Foreman knows how to hook. I bet a In the tavern
when one of them trying to hit a ball out of some
probably turned up with the straight jab can beat curving happened te—meet-teeeast
unsuccessful
an
bsnead rocks
best left jab that has been seen hook anytime."
attempt to qualify for the U.S.
held the course record.
In Madison Square Garden in a
"What Is it?" Mowry in- Open.
49
long time.
I eddy Brenner, the Garden quired, rather casually.
"I did a little thinking after
Foreman took charge of the matchmaker was talking about
"Sixty-eight," someone said. that,"! he says. "Here I was a
fight in the first "round after an matching the 213-pound Olym- "Why? Do you think you
can pro ax years and I'd been on
embarrassing slip to the canvas pic champion from Hayward, beat it?" one
qt.
of the others the tour four years. I was just
fans
to
their
that brought the
Calif., against Forest Ward, asked Mowry.
about making ends meet and 'I
feet for a moment.
knocked
who
Pedro
down
"Yeah, I think I could,"
asked myself what kind of life
In the second round, Fore- Agosto early and went on to "Whadd'ya think you
can did I have in store for myself If
man opened a deep gash over score a first round technical shoot?"
I continued this
•
so
the left eye of Wepner, a knockout.
"Oh, I dunno, I guess 66," maybe you win $1,500 one week.
victories
in
his
veteran with 20
Mowry said, almost before he You think you're gonna be a
26 previous bouts.
realized
the words were coming millionaire and it looks good on
P.S. to Dick Nadler: Wepner,
After briefly checking the
paper, but you don't win that
out of his mouth.
14
loss,
only
his
Ward
handed
who
•
wound between rounds, Dr.
every week, and after expenses
Edwin Campbell allowed the is picking Foreman if they do
"Would you rare to back up where are you? I made up my
fight to cintunue. But by that get together.
that confidence with a few mind to one thing: I didref
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Breakfast Is Held
At Holiday For
Two Bride-elects

Are parents
too careful?
By Abigail Van Buren
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER I TIMES -

DEAR ABBY: This is for "CAREFUL IN W VA.": the
mother who said she wouldn't leave her 11-year-old daughter
alone for even 15 minutes with her teen-age brother because
"sex is sex" to a boy until he reaches manhood, and he
doesn't care if she's his sister or his cousin. I am a
14-year-old girl with two brothers, 16 and 18. I have known
where babies come from since I was 10. And so have my
brothers. When I have a problem I think my brothers would
understand better than Mom, I go to them. If they think I
should ask Mom about it, I do. When I am in my brother's
room alone, we are usually talking about something. Sure we
talk about sex. Who doesn't? [We never practice it.) If it
weren't for these talks I would never know my brothers, or a
boy's point of view.
I am glad my Mom is not as "Careful" as that lady who
LUCKY
wrote in.

Two August bride-elects were
complimented with a bridal breakfast held on Monday, August
18, at eight o'clock in the morning at the Red Room of the Holiday Inn.
The honorees were Miss Mary
Jo Oakley,'August 24th brideelect of Keith M. Hinton, and
Miss Patricia Anne Doran, August 30th bride-elect of James
Gardner Weatherly.
Miss Melissa Trevathan, Miss
Lynda Allbritten, and Miss Linda
Brownfield were the charming
hostesses for the occasion.
For the event Miss Oakley
chose to wear a brown linen dress
with a gold, orange, and brown
scarf, and Miss Doran wore a red
dress with white collar accent.
Their hostesses' gift corsages
were of daisies.
The table was cented with an
arrangement of daisies. Places
were marked for twenty-three
persons including the honorees,
their mothers, Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley and Mrs. H. Glenn Doran,and
Miss Doran's mother-in-law to
be, Mrs. James R. Weatherly.
The hostesses presented each
of the honorees with a personal
gift.

I
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Daniels
II are the parents of a daughter,
Cynthia Jean, weighing eight pounds eight ounces, born on Friday,
August 15, at 7:54 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
They have two sons, Grover
III, age four, and Russell, age
two. The new father is a c. In
with 86th Army Evacuation Hospital at Fort Campbell.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
W. G. Daniel of Tuscalossa, Ala.,
and Mrs. Hazel Pitts of Coleman,
Ala. Mrs. D. H. Wright of Berns?,
Ala., is a paternal great grandmother.
The Daniel family, has been
residing at 220 South 12th Street,
Murray, but are now moving to
Fort Campbell.

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

• • •

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4047
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Janice Wilkerson
Complimented With
Bridal Breakfast
Miss Janice Deno Wilkerson,
August 31st bride-elect of Edgar
L. Howe, Jr. was the honoree
at a delightfully planned breakfast held at the Red Room of the
Holiday Inn on Saturday, August
2, at nine-thirty o'clock in the morning.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Frank Ryan,
Mrs. L. C, Ryan, Mrs. EdGlover,
Mrs. Stanford Andrus and Mrs.
Carney Andrus.
For the special event the hono,
ree chose to wear from he
trousseau a pale blue linen dress
and was presented with a hostesses' gift corsage of daisies.
Mrs. Robert Wilkerson, mother of the honoree, and Mrs. Edgar
L. Howe, Sr., mother-in-law to be
of the honoree, were also presented corsages of daisies by
the hostesses.
Arrangements of white daisies
were used on the t-shaped tables
overlaid with white cloths. A delicious ham breakfast was served
to the sixteen guests.
The honoree was presented
with a lovely wedding gift by the
hostesses.

Christopher Lee Arnold is the
name chosen by Mr, and Mrs.
Paul A. Beckwith, 11839 Pearl
Road, Strongsville, Ohio, for their son born on Friday, August 8,
at 6:55 a.m. at MacDonald House,
University Hospitals, Cleveland,
Ohio. He weighed eight pounds
one ounce and was nineteen inches long.
The father is with the Proctor
and Gamble Distributing Company.
Hogancamp; second row,
The 1893 Duryea was the
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Front Row, Loft Right - Katie Blalock, Sr ma Kondall, Rebecca
- Jan- first American automobile.
Codie L. Caldwell, Lynn Grove lift to right - Paula Parker, Marilyn Gilbert, Joan Robinson: third row. Loh to Right
* * *
Road, Murray, and Rev.andMrs. nifor Taylor, Phyllis Turnor, Susan Emerson, Dana Turnar, Jairini• Barker, Suzann* Hal*,
LockA. E. Beckwith of Andover,Ohio. Venda Flood; Not Picturod - Barbara Van Ma ter, Celia Simmons, Susan Halo, Kathy
Brag is an old English card
Great grandparents are Mrs. Wi- hart, Both Tuck, Betty Jo Ward, and Linda Shannon.
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for printing that letter from
game considered an ancestor of
lliam Caldwell of Lynn Grove,
"CAREFUL IN W. VA.":
poker.
Mrs. Pearl Jones, South 12th
Would to the good Lord that my mother had been more
Street, Murray, Mrs. Devere
careful when I was a young girl growing up.
"The Age of Peace, Founda- Lidell, Frostproof, Florida, and
I come from a middle-class, well-educated "Christian"
for Patriotism" was the Walter Bulla of Andover, Ohio.
tions
•
family. Who would suspect that an "affectionate" uncle
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Thompson
MARK EVERY GRAVE
subject of the program led by
Tuesday, August 19
a
Or
six?
was
I
when
Robin of Murray attended
and
would fondle me intimately
Mrs. Eupal Underwood at the
Murat
Council
The Student
A tea was held on Thursday,,the reunion of the family of the
brother-in-law would handle me when I was nine? Or the nice
meeting of the Women's Society
ray High School is sponsoring
A son, Eric Wayne, weighing .ts annual used book sale. Bring August 14 at one-thirty o'clock late B. F. and Maggie Hopper
old neighborhood grocer would try to get familiar with me in
of Christian Service of the Mas10, at the
the back room of his store when nobody else was there?
on's Chapel United Methodist Ch- eight pounds twelve ounces, was books for sale from eight to in the afternoon at the Murray held Sunday, August
George
Mrs.
the
and
for
Mr.
Hospital
of
home
County
Mrs.
and
and
Mr.
Calloway
to
Wayne
hsialled
born
10:30 a.m., and uitd books will
No, I wasn't raped, thank God. But I was
urch held on Wednesday evening,
1,102 Martin, Princeton.
of
total
A
Candy
Stripers.
on
Lee
Ark.,
Relators
Wedof
and
am.
11
between
sold
be
church.
the
at
August
13,
bewildered.
helpless and
this
hours were contributed
The meeting was opened with nesday, August 6, at 2:28 p.m. five p.m.
Now, as a result of those childhood memories, I have a
• ••
Mr. and Mrs. Zane Cunningby this group. Mrs.
St.
summer
the
Vincent
Infirmary,
at
Since 111311
Jenna
Carter.
Mrs.
by
every
prayer
wife
responsive
"loving"
the
real problem trying to be
Nursof
Director
and son, Philip, of Bowling
ham
Turner,
Nadine
Ark.
night
Little
Rock,
Tuesday
Ti
Magic
The
Mrs.
by
The
reading
scripture
Sign me "COLD IN TEXAS"
man wants.
Their other son, Jack, is four Women's Bowling League will ing presented each girl with a Green spent the weekend with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
nclerwood was taken from the years of age. The father is assis- meet at 7:30 p.m. at Corvette certificate.
DEAR ABBY: One would have to have a very sick mind
Special recognition went to five Cunningham of Murray Route One
9th, 55th, and 56th verses of tant manager at the Sears-Roe- Lanes. New bowlers for the fall
BUILDERS OF FINE
to sexually molest a child, but unfortunately there have
e second chapter of Isaiah. buck and Co. Retail Store in and winter season are welcome. girls who contributed the highest and Mrs. Burie Miller of Lynn
MEMORIALS
•••
number of hours. They were: Grove,
Little Rock.
Forfar Whits
always been-and always shall be sick people.
Managor
program
the
The purpose of
The Women's Society of
Wende Flood, Katie Blalock,
111 Maple St. 753-2512
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
I silently bless you every time I see a letter in your
was to ponder on the ultimate Earl Lee, Murray Route Six and Christian Service of the Good Susan Emerson, Suzanne Hale,
column from a mother warning other mothers to beware of
truth that unless aid is given Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Collie of Shepherd
Methodist and Linda Showman.
United
save
can
you
If
child.
a
molest
may
who
relatives
"loving"
world
spirit,
. Lat'avette .suuare ;11 New frChristian
at
true
a
Church
In
meet
the
will
Church
Wende Flood and Suzanne Hale .eans
Guin,
Ark.
Great
grandparents
more
just one child from my fate you will have accomplished
nas severai Qtatues. Ant 01111111M1111111110111111=1HINIMMINI%
counrich
the
at
two
between
p.m.
conflict
denotins
cap,
are Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Hollwere eligible for a
none of Lafayette.
than most people do in a lifetime, for I was the victim of a
•••
tries and the poor countries could and, 301 North 12th Street, Murcompletion of at least 100 hours.
VICTIM IN TACOMA
-• *
"loving" grandfather.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- Wende and Suzanne have contrib.'
plunge the world into chaos, Mrs. ray, Mrs. Lucy Lee of Murray,
will
Girls
der
the
of
Rainbow
Underwood said.
each,
uted more than 300 hours
and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Collie
hold its regulataneeting at the since joining the Candy Stripers. !.:olorado has more than 21)
Others assisting in the pro- of Guin, Ark.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 16-year-old boy, and a better
major winter sports :.-sorts anti
I
Hall
seven
at
pm.
Masonic
signed
ram were Mrs. Louise Shoeauthority on bow teen-agers think than that lady
They acted as counselors for the more mountains than '- witzerS.
•••
Adams,
Frankie
maker,
Mrs.
Turner
Mrs.
group this summer.
"CAREFUL":
The general program meeting stated that the program is grow land.
Mrs. Claretta Newport, and Mrs.
If someone thinks an 11-year-old girl, walking around in
the
of
SocWoman's
Missionary
Karen Coles.
ing and the goal is to have a,
her pajamas is going to turn me on, they are crazy.
iety of the First Baptist Church
A brief business session was
continuing program.
NOT TURNED ON
will be held at 9:30 am. at the
held prior to the program led by
Candy Stripers work in various
church.
Mrs. Newport. She reminded the
departments of the hospital whe•
•
•
Yea
"CAREFUL":
with
DEAR ABBY: I have to agree
group of the School of Christian
their services can be utilized
The
Circle I of the WSGS of the re
can't be too careful.
Missions to be held at Lambuth Miss Renata Collins was honorthe most. They are an enthusChurch
will
Methodist
First
in
on
went
what
I was shocked when my husband told me
College in Jackson, Tenn., Aug- ed with a party on her sixth
of
group
responsible
the social hall at two iastic and
ust 16-22, and the officers train- birthday on Friday, August 15, at meet at
the hayloft while his parents were milking the cows I say a
young women. The hospital staff
p.m.
[My
ing day at the Dexter-Hardin Ch- three o'clock in the afternoon.
lot depends upon the upbringing the kids have had.
attending the tea were most com•••
urch on August 28.
husband wasn't anything to brag about.]
Her mother ,Mrs. Bill Collins,
plimentary of the Candy Stripers.
hostess can help you
Wodnoisday, August 20
Mrs. Newport expressed her was hostess for the party held
I don't believe in leaving anything to chance. And believe
over the anxiety of getAn
be
open
will
luncheon
ting acquainted in new
me, I am still going to keep a close watch on my children, thanks to everyone for their supp- at their home.
served at the Calloway County
Games were played and re- Country Club from 12 noon to
"THE POLICEWOMAN" ort through the four years she bas
surroundings and make
Abby.
served as president.
freshments of cake, punch, and one p.m. For reservations call
you feel at "Home
During the social hour re- ice cream were served. The pink
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
Sweet Home," again.
Joe B. Littleton, James Payne,
the
by
were
served
color scheme was used. Balloons Chad Stewart, or Johnny Mcreply write to Abby. Box 0700, Las Angeles, Cal. IOW and freshments
She will bring gifts and
hostess, Mrs. Karen Coles, to the were used as decorations.
inclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
ea
Wictovjt
Cage.
vital information from
members and a guest, Mrs.Jenna
•
•
•
Children present were Billy
your neighborhood busiFor Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to Tarter.
Joe Adams, Lori Adams, Barry
Thursday, August 21
Mrs. Nix Crawford opened her
and civic leaders.
ness
Know," send 01 to Abby, Box 0700, Los Angeles, Cal. 1000
BoBogard,
Rusty
Cary
Bogard,
The Business and Professhome on Elm Street for the meetKAO4t
gard, Mark Boggess, Michael ional Women's Club will meet
of the following factors:
Call
ing of the Cumberland PresbyterBoggess, Bobby Bowden, Shanda at the Woman's Club House at
Phone 7113-2371
WORK AREAS:
ian Women et the North Pleasant
Crick, Billy Collins,Tanya Coop- 6:30 p.m.
on
held
Grove
Church
Thursday,
•
•
•
--Counter space. Adequate er, Jeannie Darnell, Gene Dale
August 14, at seven-thirty o'clock
in size and location?
Men's Stag Night will be held
Lockhart, Lenora Lockhart, MeThe Most
--Cutting board. Convenient da Ann Matheny, Melia Paschall at the Galloway County Coun- In the evening.
"New Dimensions of UnderstaFamous Basket
for everyday use?
Mitchell Paschall, Stan Paschall, try Club at 6:30 p.m. Hosts are
in the World*
-Sink. Big enough and with Danny Warren, and the honoree, Alfred Lindsey, Wayne Dorm, nding" was the theme of the proMrs.
Marwith
presented
gram
want?
Hewitt,
and James M.
features you
Also present were Miss Regina Buddy
garet Nell Boyd,president,as the
to consider all at once, many
-Cooking. Range and oven Lockhart, Mrs. Gary Bogard, Lassiter.
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
•
leader who opened with prayer....._
•
•
women find it difficult to judge suitable for your needs?
Bowden,
Mrs. Bill
Mrs. Jerry
Mrs. Paul Cunningham read
-NEW— YORK (UPI) - a new kitchen - or to tackle a
--Mixing. Space for all your Crick, Mrs. Jim Kuykendall, Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
the devotion from James 2:14-17.
one.
old
their
Ask a dozen, or a hundred, wo- remodeling job on
portable applicances?
Mrs. Howard Matheny, Mrs. Hal Order of the Eastern Star will
Topics were presented as follmen to describe the ideal kitTo help, the Continental
--cleanup. For dishwasher
Adams, Mrs. L. D, Warren, and hold its regular meeting at the
ows: "Seeing Ourselves As OthHall
at
7:30
p.m.
Masonic
chen and you'll get a dozen, or Illinois National Bank and Trust electric or human?
the hostess.
•••
ers See Us", Mrs. J. D. Robina hundred, different answers. Co. of Chicago has had its ex-Planning. Desk -- place for
son; "Seeing Ourselves As We
Friday, August 22
Ask the same women the same perts draw up a checklist de- recipes, cookbooks, files?
cooking facilities arranged in
The seventh and eighth gra- Are", Mrs. Merritt Lawson;
question a year or two later signed to make the task more
--Light, ventilation, elecconvenient "triangle," with ade- des of the Calloway County "Some
Personal Glimpses",
and,( hances are, each will have systematic.
Cp to today's stantricity.
quate storage and work space Country Club will have a Ber- Mrs. Johnny Hina.
Since no one kitchen can dards?
revised her ideas at least a bit.
for each area?
The Bible study was given by
mudas and Socks Hop at the
No room in the house stim- have everything, they su.i.est
STORAGE AREAS:
-Traffic. Free of annoying club from 7:30 to ten p.m. Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd who
ulates more interest and indi- you assign "points" to items.
Each member may invite two closed by reading a prayer.
-China. Adequate for pre- traffic through work areas?
vidual opinion - and no room according to which seem most
--Child supervision. Indoor non-members. The
Mrs. Edwin Cain, secretary,
planning
in the house is changing faster valuable to you and your family. sent and future dishes?
-Utensils. Organized to beat play area close to kitchen? Out- committee is composed of Wes read the minutes of the July
or more radically than the kit- The single most important facdoor area easily supervised from Furgerson, David Frank, Chris meeting. The group voted to make
chen. In fact, today . a kitchen tor is the way a kitchen looks the clutter problem?
access.
Miller, Gene Parker, Tim a donation to Advance in Miss--Glassware. So you won't kitchen?
only five or 10 years old may and feels to you as an
Shown, Andy Littleton, Gay ions.
-'Outdoor
Convenjam?
or
stack
impresto
have
overall
be
fashioned.
individual -- the
--Pots and pans. Swing-out ient for summer eating and en- Crass, Beverly Parker, Rhonda Refreshments were served by
For these reasons, and be- sion. Then, Continental sugGarland, Beth Wilson, Donna the hostess, Mrs. Crawford, to
tertaining?
cause there are so many things gests, you consider it in light or pull-out storage?
-Auto access. Fewer steps Knight, Cindy Chrisman. and Mrs Delia Graham, Mrs. Edwin
--Packages and' cans. Easy
Carolyn Shown.
Cain, Mrs. J. D. Robinson, Mrs.
with groceries?
to see, easy to reach?
•••
Merritt Lawson, Mrs. Margaret
--Garbage disposal. By ma--Cold storage. Adequate reSunday, August 24
Nell Boyd, Mrs. Johnny Nina,and
chine -- or on foot?
frigerator/freezer?
Mr. and Mrs Elmer Miller Mrs. Paul Cunningham.
.--Family entrance.. Is there
--Bulk and special storage.
honored on their 50th The September meeting will be
a "mud" room or entry to trap will be
Adequate for your needs
Phone 753-1272
wedding anniversary with a re- held at the home of Mrs. Delia
clutter
and
and
mess
isolate
it
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
I
ception at the home of their
leaning closet, for instance, or from rest of house? Is there daughter, Mrs. William Bailey,Graham.
We Have It- We Will Get It -Or It Can't Be Had lid( (4 for
equipment for exten- provision for boots and tnitterni,
17th and Main Streets, from two
sive canning or freezing of jackets, work clothes, balls and
five p.m.
to
A rear entry lavatory,
hats?
foods?
as.
Einjavoil lost 10 per cent oi
t
S
perhapii- a water fountain for the
and Mrs. Tommie Atkin% her territ4ory to Russia treatise
EATING AREAS:
Mr.
youngsters. that will save wear
•••
will be honored on their 50th iif World War II.
-Informal meals. HruIkf.ast.Aritltedit? ks there priniisi.
*
wedding anniversary with an
"nook or snack liar?
for tradesmen's &live-Hes of open house from two to
fire
--Family meals. A table in milk. laundry, parcels?
Since World War II. neark
pip. at the Murray Woman's
HOMES
MOBILE
or
the
near
kitchen?
H
AND
100010 Army and Air National
G
All
MAINTENANCE
House.
friends
and
FEATURES:
Club
--C4impany meals. A dining
Guardsmen have lwen called tii
NEW and USED
--Floor. Easy on feet -- aml latiies are invited
"I."?
RENTAL
PARK
AND
active duty -- in the KI)maii war.
SERVICE
SALES.
MURRAY
--Buffet meals. Space to act easy to.clean?
Hwy 54. ONE MILE EAST OF
Berlin crisis and Vietnam.
the
retain goon looks?
—4:111111IITH. Tough and ;Caddy likely
OFFICE PM 75_3,6885
1111 Ole buffet?
.‘n pliances. Sink and
--Bar. Room for this, if .k- wiped up?
(11 matriials that are diffis. Washable and. stain/
formati.m
Every knIPV/11
spot or stain in normal
to
cult
ripatter
OROOAN
resistant?
0*St..4
J
l;averns
Meramec
in
G HOPIDON
found
is
CONVENIENCE FEATURES:
7S3.291R5
--Cabinets. Easy to reach and use, Ivory to keep clean a1141 'few
Hc.r.gr P.-, -136 5690
MI I .S.(iti in Missouri.
flexible: fur chatigineuecols, looking!
--Work pattern. Sink, range,
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LADY BADEN-POWELL receives a State of Oklahoma
recognition from Rex Prtvett of Pawnee, Okla., member of
Troop 36 in Camp James I. Storrow.
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By STEVE GERSTEL
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Judge Clement F. Haynsworth
Jr.'s elevation from southern
obscurity to the limelight of the
Supreme Court sheds little
additional information on Sen.
J. Strom Thurmond's influence
in the Nixon administration.
It can be argued, with almost
equal soundness, that the choice
of Haynsworth is a rebuff or a
coup for the segregationist
senator, regarded as Nixon's
top political ally south of the
Mason-Dixon Line.
Those who tend to discredit
Thurmond's impact on Nixon
can point to the record and
show that Haynsworth was not
the senator's choice.
On the other hand, those who
remember Thurmond's role at
the convention which nominated
Nixon cannot overlook the fact
that Haynsworth would be .the
first Supreme Court jurist from
South Carolina since James F.
Byrnes.
Both sides can make a good
argument.
Although Thurmond did not
to
Haynsworth
recommend
Nixon, he did not block him and
regards him as well qualified
for the Supreme Court. There
will be no objection from
Thurmond when the nomination

e•
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As the World Turns
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Secret Storm
Another World
You Don't Say
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Although late, I felt the general public might be interested
Murray
ed in the Boy Scout Jamboree attended by several
Scouts.
have some difIt was thoroughly enjoyed, although we did
Cincinnati.
to
got
we
after
connections
our
making
ficulty in
and took
help
The bus broke down and a man stopped to
a Cincinfor
called
he
where
station
service
a
to
lie bus driVer
one-half
nati city bus to come and get us. After about two and
p. m.
hours, the bus arrived and we got to our motel about 12:30
was
plane
The
morning.
next
the
until
ok
was
it
From then on,
mornnot on schedule and we waited until 9:00 o'clock in the
ing when we finally boarded it.

MONDAY thru THURSDAY 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
FRIDAY ONLY 9a.m. to 6 p.m.
CLOSED
SATURDAY
The Murray and Hazel banks, after long consideration, have made
the decision to adopt the above banking hours. We will be joining the
majority of the banks of Western Kentucky, which have already made
this progressive move, in keeping with the times. We feel that our new
hours will provide you with an acceptable alternative to Saturday banking.
Customers using our Night Depository service may pick up bags
at our Main Offices and Drive-In Branches between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 9:30 a.m. on Saturdays. We sin cerely solicit your cooperation and
understanding in this move toward improved and more progressive
banking service

*

WashingAfter all of our trouble, we arrived in Spokane,
late.
minutes
thirty
about
ton
gear didn't arrive the
On Monday, July 14 we arrived But our
until about 4:30.
waited
and
around
sat
we
so
did,
we
same time
it.
made
when the truck finally
could get our meal
We unpacked as fast as we could so we
we put up the
out,
straightened
was
started. After everything
the ground was solid
tents. This was quite an experience because
hammers and railrock for about six feet under, so we got our
pegs in.
tent
the
put
to
road spikes and drove a hole
it was just getting
At about 10.00 p. m. the tents were up and
had a long day ahead
dart, so we all went to bed because we all
of us.
experience. The Scouts
The Jamboree itself was a tremendous
items from the bakdifferent
466,676
meat,
of
pounds
ate 69.542
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WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
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Dream
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NEW BANKING HOURS

-00 The Noon Show
.30 The Noon Show

1
&

wire, British
IIRITISH SOLDIERS MOVE .INTO NORTHERN IRELAND - Carrying barbed
soldiers move into bloody, battle-scarred Londonderry, Northern Ireland. where Roman
f Cablephoto
Catholics and Protestants have been rioting.

Sots

Showo

very
)
heAerv
The

"ANOTHER HOPE WRECKED" The chief U.S. negotiator It
the Paris peace talks, Henry Cabot Lodge I left). tells newsmen the renewed Communist (offensive in South Viattiobrn has
wrecked another hope for peace. He 11410 hinted the offensive
may halt withdrawal of more U.S. troops from Vietnam At
the right is North Vietnamese delegate Mal Van Bo '
•

.
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AP.

nel and the Los Angeles police
found it interesting that the
well-advertised protest demonstration in front of the Century
Plaza Hotel where Nixon feted
the astronauts did not develop
into anything like the broiling
proportions forecast by liberal
activists.

Solian
NY PD
Movie
"El Paso

-

FOURTH WEEKLY
MAGAZINE BANNED
IN ARGENTINA

Backstairs At The
White House •

WEDNESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
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POLICE SMASH GANG
THAT BLINDED 12
CHILDREN ANO MADE
4 1 THEM BIG IN SEVERAL
1,0
CITIES IN KASHMIR

reaches the Senate.
friends that he was
-told
Thurmond recommended
to watch
itself
in
ience
before the
convinced long
Donald S. Russell, a former
word
through
Armstrong labor
Apollo 11 capsule splashed
governor and senator and POW
after word of his response to down in front of him on aircraft
a circuit Judge, That recomtoasts offered to the astronauts carrier Hornet that America
mendation was somewhat surBy MERRIMAN SMITH
by the President and Gov. needed something to cheer
prising because Russell and
UPI White House Reporter
Ronald Reagan of California.
about-and the moon mission
Thurmond share neither politics
SAN CLEMENTE, Cali f. Looking back on the highly was it.
nor philosophy.
President
(UPI}-Backstairs at the Cali charged evening, the
White House security personOn the other side, it can be fornia White House:
adminisargued that the Nixon
President Nixon felt that his
tration never really seriously dinner for the Apollo 11
that
and
Russell
considered
astronauts on Wednesday '
in
recommendation
Thurmond's
Los Angeles was a smashing
was really a throwaway.
success. Part of his judgment
What counted, this argument was based on the number o
runs, is that Thurmond did not theoretically case- harden
et;
object to Haynsworth. In fact, a show business people who were
from
full-fledged endorsement
weeping quietly at the end of
Thurmond might have been the emotional program.
for
helpful
than
damaging
more
Nixon told friends that what
Haynsworth.
got the crowd of nearly 1500
Now Nixon 'can offer the persons was the
emotional,
nomination of the 56-year-old hard-to-deliver speech by the
Haynsworth to the country, free senior man on the lunar
of a Thurmond endorsement mission, Neil Armstrong.
which might have -made him
The President, at the head
non-acceptable to liberals in table, watched Armstrong labor
record.
his
despite
both parties
a
through
relatively brief
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IP1ST CONGRESS
ON VACATION
UNTIL SEPT I

TELEVISION SCHEDU

4E
HOME
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1 uNDERSEA EARTHOUAKE
ROCKS NORTHERN JAPAN
AND KURILE ISLANDS

written text-a text, incidentally, written by the astronaut and
is .kustralia s a document which he would
Queensland
leading cattle producing state. share with no one until he
* * *
delivered it.
Armstrong, along with his
The upper stratum of me- Apollo
11 colleagues, was
dieval Russian society was called thoroughly tired at the end of a
the Boyars.
long day which began in New
York, continued on through
'Chicago and ended in Los
Angeles before a great collection of celebrities-a group
.1which could be best described
hannel
Channel 5
ybannel 4
as Nixon's peerage.
It was an emotional exper-TUESDA/ iVENiNG PROGRAMS
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POLL Of HEALTH
ON MONEY MARTS
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All in all the Jamboree was a wonderful experience which
we can recommend to any Scout. It does take some money, wtgch
the Scout should earn himself, but anyone who wishes to go can
start early to set aside money for this outstanding experience.

Washington Window

"10

THAI AIRWAYS DC3
AIRUNIII LANDING
AT BANGKOK HIT
WATER BUFFALO,
NO ONE INJURED

on new bicycles.

vent the ho
ar from ti:1411
ue linen dress
vith a hostessdaisies.
kerson, mothnd Mrs. Edgar
er-in-law to be
ere also pre)f daisies by

16.
BRITISH 3100eS CALLED
AS POLICE RATTLE RIOTING
CATHOLICS IN LONDONDERRY
NORTHERN IRELAND, AIM
PIIIOTESTANTS CELESRATE
VICTORY OvEk CATHOLICS
V

,449
'

HEAvr RAINS FORCE
NEARLY 7,000 HIKERS
TO STAY SEVERAL DAYS
IN JAPANESE ALPS

A number of celebrities were present including astronsidg.
Jesse Owens, former Olympic great, the National Order of the
Arrow Chief, governors of several states, Lady Baden-Powell end
many others.
One group of Scouts traveled to the Jamboree from the east

tesses for the
, Frank Ryan,
rs. Ed Glover,
rus and Mrs.

wrIbl/4110,

WORLD WEEK

Scouts from over the world were present for this occasion
and a full scheduled of events was planned.
Mountain climbing, fishing, archery, adventure trails, hiking
trails, campfires, all added to the Jamboree.
Crack Army Paratroopers gave a demonstartion and various
games were devised which were planned to get the boys to 'asset
one another.
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Hospital Report
ADULTS 82
NURSERY 1
AUGUST 16, 1969
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Evelyn George, Rte. 2,
Cadiz; Mrs. Clara Waldrop, Rte.
1, Farmington; Mrs:Dora Chez
rry, Rte. 3, Murray, Kerry Marine, 1782 Laurel Dr., Twinsburg,
Ohio; Master Richard Jones,1005
Payne , Murray; Billy Hamlin,
5062 Frankie Ln, Memphis Tem.; Alonzo Foster, Rte. 5, Murray; Junius Parker, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Lula Hutchens, 308
North 8th, Murray.
DISMISSALS

HURRICANE CAMILLE shows spider - like on the Weather.
Bureau radar at New Orleans. At this point the eye of the
storm was about 30 miles south of battered Gulfport. Miss.
New Orleans is at the crosshair. with north at top

Miss Madge Alexander, 903
Main, Murray; Lloyd Jacks, Old
Benton Rd., Murray; Rural Jones, 312 South 9th St., Murray;
Carlos Williams, 115 South 12th
St., Murray; Mrs. Mellie Harris,
1711 Ryan St., Murray; Mrs. Hilda
Bennett, Rte, 3, Puryear, Tetui.;
Mrs. Geneva Lee, Rte. 2, Murray; Mrs. Marilyn Travis,Rte.1,
Dexter; Master Gregory Shelton,
Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Debris
Boyle & Baby Girl, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Susie Walker, Rte. 1,
Lynn Grove; Mrs. Gracie Orr,
Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs.Jessie Thurman, 600 Poplar, Murray; Walter
Key, 414 South 8th, Murray; Mose
Thompson, 516 South 13th, Murray; Mrs. Myrtle Winchester,
1610 Ryan Ave., Murray; Mrs,
Lula Hutchens, 1309 W. Main,
Murray.
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Check On
Phone Calls
BY CARL WEST
Week, hst Fielded ammo

FRANKFORT: Finance Commissioner
Albert Christen, alarmed over employe
abuse of the slate's tree telephone hookup is sampling about one out of 10 calls.
A record is being made of the origin,
destination and time of day of sampled
calls.
The study will help modernize the
system, and cut down on excessive employe use for personal calls.
This week, some workers reported a
voice interrupted a call, asked the extension and number be.ng called. Then the
call was placed for them. No conversations were recorded
The state's
ree phone hook-up operz
14
t:#4,- Wide Area Teleates under
phone Servic . .,,,,rto Slier dials three
digits, gets a calif line7 1,ten calls any
location in Kentucky'.
....4-'
off
There were reports frattl
e beciaIs that the sys
at
line,
cause it took so long
it
sometimes ue• to a half hour. The jam
is blamed Con- too much use for non-state
\..
business.
Commissioner Christen, fieding telephone bills amoanting:_
-to $100,000 a
month, asked Spintetpp Welsearch in Lexington to run a study to trimpve services.
"This study," Christen s'aidf; "is not just
for today, but also two years from now.
We know telephone usage is going to increase, not decrease."
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Bentonian
Is Named
In Shooting
BENTON, Ky., Aug. 18-A 26year old Benton woman is in
satisfactory condition at a Paducah hospital today after being
shot during a family argument
at her home here.
Benton police chief Charles
Carrell identified the shooting
victim as Mrs. Patricia -Carroll,
2105 S. Main St. Her estranged
husband, Dulane Carroll, 28, 1300
Elm St., as charged with the
shooting.
Chief Carrell, who is not relilted to the couple, said the
shooting occurred about 12:15
a.m. today at Mrs. Carroll's
home.
He said the couple had been
separated for some time and

RAI
4-BED
the 1)4
Subdtl
ily roi
2 ceri

lik

Mrs. Carroll, according to her

attorney, has filed for divorce.
Chief Carrell said the couple
have children ranging from two
to eight years of age. Some of
the children were living with
*
Mrs. Carroll while her husband
his hcrne ip, the path
frcm
Driven
COMINGI
CAMIU.E'S
had custody of the others.
of Hurricane Camille, a resident of aNcl&i: Orleans struggles
He reportedly had gone to his
through swirling waters with his daughter and luggage.
wife's home to pick up some
clothing for the children when
Slippery idea
he and his estranged wife be- Something different
came involved in an argument,
SHEFFIELD, Ala. (UPI) (Ikla. UPI) - If
which led to the shooting of Mrs.
When no one else could figure
you're trying to -think of some.
out how to move a 100-ton
thing ,iifferent to collect, you
Carroll claimed he was only
piece of delicate machinery 25
follow
Nirs. Hjirvev
trying to scare his wife when he stight
feet inside the Reynolds Alumishot her with a .22-caliber pistol, 1:ranniore's example. She -col- num plant here, foreman Robert
', erts barbed'wire.
Chief Carrell said. He was
McDonald came up with an idea.
-4 +
charg ed today with felonious
He spread 100 pounds of ba•
shooting with intent to kill and
nanas and their peels on the
Males - but not females - floor around the huge, machine
was later freed under $1,000
must obtain health certificates and it was slid into its new
bond.
sirs. Carroll was wounded in before getting a marriage license position without trouble. The
the upper left portion Of the in Louisiana.
foreman is now known around
* * *
chest and is listed in satisfactory
as "Slippery
the
factory
condition at Western Baptist
!McDonald."
sun
The
radiates
more
energy
Hospital in Paducah.
.* ,aq *
No date has been set for Car- in one second than man has
used
since
the
of
Francisco-Oakland
beginning
San.
civiliThe
roll's examining trial, accordzation, says the National Geo- Bay Bridge opened to traffic
ing to Chief Carrell.
graphic.
Nov. 12, 1936.

Moss Point to west of Bay St.
Louis, a stretch of about 60
miles of resort beach. Not a
pier was left standing on the
stricken coast, an area of mo(Continued From Pape 1)
tels, bars and stately old manin emergency shelters and ven- sions and hotels.
Beauvoir,. the "retirement"
tured out at dawn to help clean
up the ruin of what once was home of Confederate President
the playground of Mississippi's Jefferson Davis, a tourist attraction between Gulfport and
plantation aristocracy.
Six cargo planes landed in Biloxi, was damaged extensiveGulfport loaded with food, me- ly. Many landmarks were des•
dical supplies and heavy bull- troyed, including an 18th cendozing equipment. A 200-bed tury church.
Lucien Kidd, the Civil Deemergency hospital unit was
moved from the space agency's fense director, took apparent ADULTS 92
1
Mississippi test facility north charge of Bay St. Louis backed NURSERY
AUGUST
17,
1969
of
of Bay St. Luis into PaSi up by a makeshift militia
(Continued From Pogo Ono)
'Christian. Eight trucks carrying deluties, and volunteers.
ADMISSIONS
15,000 gz.11ons of water labored stile issued passes for a 7 p.m.
and telephone booth on the
A Murray, Ky., firm which corner of the Suiter Shell seracross hazardous highways to curfew and rationed dry ice to
Miss Terry Billington, Rte. 2, does business extensively in ice station front on the souththe stricken area and 20 more mothers with infants. He comObion
trucks were en route from Ba- plained of the failure of the Murray; Mrs. Doris Shultz, Rte. both Union City and
west corner of the intersection
County has
pledged to donate
ton Rouge, La., with food, cloth- National Guard to arrive.
1, Lynnville; Mrs.Janice Turner, 5 per cent of its gross con- the police report said.
ing, medical supplies and waThe police' said that Bomar
National Guard Activated
104 Williams Ave., Murray; Mrs, tract prices to the Robert A.
ter.
A force of 1,780 guardsmen Margaret Morton, Rte. 1, Mur- 'Fats' Everett Memorial Foun- was thrown out of his panel
truck and then under the truck
was activated Sunday night ray; Mrs. Thelma Parham, Rte. dation campaign.
Food and water were scarce, and moved into many of the 1, Almo; Mrs. Verline Perry,
The offer was made to Union where it fell on him. The Boalthough emergency supplies stricken areas Monday morn- 1302 Olive,
Mayor Robert
H. 'Red' mar truck was blocking North Eisenhower memorials
Murray; Cohen Stubb- City
Adams, president of the foun- 12th Street at the intersection
were en route, Guice said. ing in amphibious vehicles,
601
lefield,
Murray;
Sycamore,
communications
dation, by Jim Bryan, owner of
ALBANY, N.Y.(UPI)- The
Power and
after the collision was over.
aiding in rescue work and Mrs. Zella McNutt,526 South 7th, the West Kentucky Sales
MISS.
and
ALA.
President Dwight D.
were nonexistent
Deputy Coroner James H. late
against looting. Fire- Murray; Master Terry Sledd, Service Company.
guarding
Damage was estimated con- men and auxilliary policemen
Eisenhower is memorialized by
to
Shelton
called
scene
was
the
"According to his
letter,"
servatively at $250 million. from New Orleans, about 35 Rte. I, Murray; Mrs. Nancy Oliand pronounced Bomar dead two landmarks in upstate New
Mayor Adams said, "the
There was no electrical power miles west of Bay St. Louis, ve, Box 62, Puryear,Tenn.; Mrs, extends to any business offer
York -- Eisenhower College near
from
internal injuries.
his
or water pressure. Officials helped fight the Waveland fire Judith Simmons, Rte. 1, Kirksey; company does in the county,
Bomar was taken to the Max Seneca Falls and Eisenhower
Cordie McDougal, Rte. 2, Pur- regardless of whom it's
said, though, that advance and helped preserve order.
with." H. Churchill Funeral Home and Lock, part of the St. Lawrence
year, Tenn.; Miss Teresa Car•""'" -A4soridion‘,\\
warning probably saved "thouThe firm
recently was the later transferred to the Ridge- Seaway, at Massena.
0
Communications in the area son, 1403 Henry, Murray;
•
Mrs. low bidder for the installation of way Morticians at Paris, Tenn.
I sands of lives."
* * *
wer"potty. A South-Central
Montgomery
central
burglar
alarm
Mary
equip14th,
Benedict,
North
110
devastation
most
"It's the
r
.Bell Company official said Murray; Mrs. Frances Hill, 3rd ment in the Union City Police Funeral services for Bomar are Where journalism grads go
place,
0"N
I've ever seen in one
incomplete at this time.
about 80,008 telephones, about
/Mall
, said Gov. John Bell Williams, two-thirds of those on the & Maple, Murray; Mrs. Gertrude Department.
(UPI)
NJ.PRINCETON,
The Knott's truck driven by
"I sincerely hope,"
Mr.
following a six-hour survey coast, were knocked out of ser- Armstrong, Box 166, Hazel; Mrs. Bryan said in his
Bomar was a total loss on the Daily newspapers continue to
‘..•
letter,
Monday. "It's going to take vice. It would take "consider- Daisy Hodges, Rte. 3, Murray; can in some small way help the front and side and was towed attract the largest percentage of
years and years to recover able time," ne said, to restore Acie Bailey, Rte. 1, Murray; foundation and show our thanks away by Tabers Wrecker Ser- journalism graduates, but gains
from this."
Geobel Scarborough, 1305 Peggy to the City of Union City and its vice, and the McLean truck was by the public relations field were
full service.
many fine merchants for their damaged on the front end and
Declares Dia:aster Arse
Ann Dr., Murray.
weakened
it
impressive in 1968, The NewsAs for Camille,
courtesies and my pleasant as- was towed away by Gardner's
President Nixon declared the quickly once it hit land, 11LA.
Fund reports.
paper
e
sociations with them."
Mississippi coast a major dis- though it inflicted some damDISMISSALS
Wrecker Service.
daily
accepted
who
Graduates
50
The Everett Memorial Fund
New Orleans
aster area and authorized an age in mid-Mississippi before
is
Bomar
the
fourth
OF 11.4E %/CO
person
4
plans to finance at least four
newspaper jobs increased by 5.
Ml
initial $1 million for relief.
die
to
Mrs,
in
this
Calloway
County
Carrie
Kimbro,
1
2849
annual nursing scholarships to
dissipating into squalls around
per cent, 490 to 756, since
Rescue workers finally were Greenwood.
Walsh Dr., Rochester, Mich; the School of Nursing now being year due to fraffic accidents.
1964. Graduates entering pubMonarea
the
into
push
to
able
The season's fourth tropical Mrs. Kathleen McKnew, New planned at the University of Ten- The others are Gary Lynn Sim- lic relations jobs increased by
MIGHTIEST HURRICANE ON RECORD Major fires broke out
after
hours
day morning, many
Hurricane Debbie, con- Concord; Miss Vickie Ross, 403 nessee at Martin, at least one mons, age 26, killed in an au- 170 per cent, 192 to 519. Graft
storm,
along a Gulf Coast resort area after the mightiest hurricane
.
general
to
tne strongest hurricane ever tinued
scholarship
tomobile
Murray
accident
Kirksey
near
its slow movement in North 1st, Murray; Danny Branon record
Camille -- devastated the Gulfport-Bay of St.
the
to hit the U.S. mainland had the Atlantic. Packing 100-115 don, 521 South 13th, Murray; Mrs. State University, where
on February 15; Kenneth W. uates entering wire service work
Late congressman received his
increased by 91 per cent, 32 to
Louis area in Mississippi with 190-mile-an-hour winds, Shat190-milewith
slammed ashore
Debbie was about Nancy Wiggins, Rte, 1, Mayfield; diploma, and erect a statue of Powell, age 24, Murray State 61.
winds,
h.
•-•
tered communications lines broughts.a news blackout.
per-hour winds just below 650
miles east of San Juan, A. B. Cloys, Rte. 1, Murray; Mr. Everett on the lawn of the University student, killed on
Gulfport. They found villages Puerto Rico, this morning.
Saturday, May 24,,at 6:20 p. m
Alfred Wright, Rte. 1, Murray; Obion County Courthouse.
virtually destroyed, survivors
on North 16th Street Extended
Among recent donors to the
Mrs. Elizabeth Downy, Rte. 3,
staggering in shock.
at the Coles Camp 'Ground
campaign are:
Murray;
Mrs.
Maggie
Guthrie,
Half the stores in Bay St. Find ancient Ieraeli fort
Road; and Alvis G. Sanders, age
Max E. Osborne, Box
595,
Rte. 1, Hazel.
Union City; Trenton
23, who was injured in an acciLouis, a seafood packing comJaycees
JERUSALEM (U PI) - A
and Trenton Jaycettes; Rep.
dent on Main Street on June
munity, had been pushed into fortress dating back to the end
James G. Fulton, Washington,
1 and died on Monday, June 2,
the water. The business dis- of the period of the First
D,
C.;
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
at 4:40 a. m. at the Murraytrict of nearby Waveland was Temple (fifth century B.C.) was
Harris, Rives; Mr. and
Mrs.
Nobel specialists
Calloway County Hospital.
largely smouldering rubble.
Ralpti Caldwell, Route 2, Rives;
discovered by archeologists in
Harrison County, which in(UPI)
Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. James L. MuzBERKELEY,
at the foot of
Jerusalem,
Arab
cludes Gulfport, Biloxi and
The University of California at zall, Paris, Tenn.; Mr. and
the French Hill.
Pass Christian, apparently bore
over- Berkeley has more faculty mem- Mrs. Andy Hufflne, Minerva,
structure,
massive
The
Ohio; LC and Mrs.
the brunt of the season's third
moors, Dutch birth rate
looking Jerusalem and com- bers who have been awarded Union City; MarionBilly
P.
tropical storm. Forty-four of
Hall,
Nobel Prize than any other Martin; L. D.
ocof
the
approaches
the
manding
HolAllen,
Martin;
THE HAGUE (UPI)
the dead were in the county
world.
the
in
university
cupied Arab Nablus, is assumed
Tri-County
Credit
Bureau,
1968 had a birth rate
in
land
Moss Point listed two victims,
Eleven scholars from the cam- Union City.
a fortress durin
Waveland two, and Ocean to have been
of 18.6 per cent per 1,000,
of the prophet pus have won the coveted award. The current total stands at compared with 18.9 in 1967
lifetime
the
one
La.,
Triumph,
and
Springs
$18,880.66,
Mayor
Adams
said.
*5*
Jeremiah,
each.
and 19.2 in 1966. The respec** *
Residents Flee
White
pelicans,
with
a
wings- tive 1eatliiit figures were 8.2
move
the
on
Mexicans
About 70 million pounds of
Hundreds of thousands of
pan reaching nine feet, are one per cent, 7.9 and 8.1.
MEXICO CITY (UPI) - of the largest of American birds.
residents fled their homes for wild rabbit are consumed every
persons
Every year 200,000
inland shelters Sunday as Ca- year in the United States.
move from rural areas to the
* * *
mille sped toward the coast
Mexico City region. according
with peak 210 m.p.h. winds.
Adolf Hitler incorporated to the Mexican Federation of
Some residents, however, refused to leave. They died in Austria into Greater Germany Agricultural Organizations.
their homes, in many in- March 13, 1938.
stances.
..or
-• .ar•
-.0"
48ror:
"The majority of the people
smuft-f
that were killed were two
no
t-..Tes. primarily old, permanle r.
ent residents who didn't believe it would hit the beach
with such intensity and the
young ones who stayed on after they were ordered to
leave," said Biloxi Mayor Dan
Guice.
A scene at Pass Christian
was a case in point. Police
*Chief Jerry Peralte said five
couples were having a hurricane party in a three-story
apartment house. He warned
trouble-free for 8,161 rugged, hard driving miles, the
them to leave. They ignored
reliable Datsun Wagon stopped only for gas, oil and water
It
''The last time I went up to
Average Speed 55 4 ,MPH Gas Mileage-27 9 MPG
try to get them out, the water
*California
to_Oregon, vra New Mexico: Florida, Maine,
was just over the sea wall.
Montana, etc, Jim Rogers and WayneCrum, drivers.
They were having a good time

105 PERSONS...

Fink To Aid
Everett Fund
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48 STATES IN %DAYS-A NEW
INTERSTAT
ECORD!*

and they wouldn't leave. That's
the last anybody saw of them,"
he, said. The revelers were
•a
among Pass Christian's 15 list'
ed dead.
.IIUNKERS HILL GIs hold their ears as two 1st Air Cavalry
Was "Massive Destruction"
Division members prepare to fire an Almm mortar round at
Mississippi Maj. Gen. Walsuspected enemy bunkers during an operation north of Tay
was
there
said
Johnson
G.
ter
Ninh City in South Vietnam.
destruction" from e.
"massive
_

THESOUND

MOVEISTO
Astronaut-Col. Michael Collins, member
of the „first Moon landing team, has announced that the
Apollo 11 mission was his last space flight because of presmurex of training and strains on hiX family life. He Is shown
In the open hatch of the Apollo command module recently.
LAST SPACE FLIGHT

DATSUN

Lump & McKINNEY DATSUN INC.
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SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICRS OFFERED

4-BEDROOM located in one of
the better aroas of Keeneland
Subdivision. Entry hall, family rootn, kitchen with built-ins,
2 ceramic baths, attached go12 Years Experience - Licensed and Bonded in
paved driveway.
Tennessee and Kentucky
-bedroom
VERY attractive 3
eAaSe
We
are
NOW
as
close to you as your TELEPHONE, so
brick also in Keeneland. CarCALL US COLLECT. We sell anytime, anything, anypeted throughout, central beat
where. Rates very reasonable.
and air conditioning, family
room, built-in appliances in kitchen, outside storage, and beauHASTINGS REALTY & AUCTION
tifully landscaped.
A LARGE duplex located near
Phone 642-4543 - Paris, Tennessee
the University. Excellent place
to live plus good income from
the other side which is presFOR SALE
HELP WANTED
ently leased. lots of appliances
included.
short
NEED NEW ROOF-but
needed,
AN OLDER frame home that of money, apply Hy-Iclas fibrat- SUBCONTRACTORS
carpenters, plumbers and sheet
needs repair. Located on a
ed asphalt aluminum. An amaz- rock men, travel and bonus.
beautiful wooded lot 100' x 450'.
ing coating that seals holes, Write Ed Nelson, Box 1072,
make
us
an
See this place and
prevents moisture from getting Paducah, Ky., or call 442-6479offer.
through. Reflects 80% of sun's
£29-C
UNDER CONSTRUCTION, a rays and reduces temperature
well designed interior and ex- by 15 degrees. Serves as In- THREE MEN-age 23-60, must
terior 3 bedroom brick with 2 sulation. Do the job for only be able to start work at once.
Large baths, fireplace in the 3 cents a Bolan foot Ask This is a sales position. No overfamily room, built-in applian- about special 20 gallon drum night traveling. Opportunity,
ces in the kitchen, double ga- price at Hughes Paint Store. $165.00 plus bonus to start. Call
rage plus a storage area, and
August-25-C or write Manager, Ill South
a blacktop driveway included
6th Street, Paducah, Ky., phone
This home is bargain priced at NEW AND USED Calloway and 443-6460.
A-25-C
$27,000. You may select your Murray High School textbooks
Wallace's Book Store, 1413 MAN WANTED: Service work
OV11 color scheme.
A-21-C on major appliances. Will train
LOCATED NEAR the City Park, Olive Boulevard.
right man. Permanent job, good
a 2 story, 4 bedroom brick ye
neer with formal dining room, CULTURED PEARLS, imported wages, vacation and work conrecreation room in the base- from Japan. Necklaces, rings, ditions. Apply in person to Bilment. Choice lot with large earrings, tie tacs, pins. Call brey's Car & Home Supply. 210
753-4974 between 6:00-8:00 p. East Main.
A-21-C
trees.
in.
A-22-P
brick
3
-bedroom
COLONIAL
EVENING FREE??? No experwith fireplace in the family RAY HARM PRINTS. Beauti- ience needed to earn 25% comroom. All appliances in kitch- fully custom framed, with non- mission demonstrating toys. No
en. Large patio, double garage glare glass. Call 753.4974 be- Investment.
Car
necessary.
and concrete driveway.
tween 8:00-8:00 p. in.
A-22-P Write Toy Ladles Party Plan;
OWN YOUR own home for
Johnstown, Pa. 15902.
$83.00 per month, including SOUP'S on, the rug that is, so
H-A-14-P
taxes and insurance. This 9- clean the spot with Blue Lusbedroom house located on Ry- tre. Rent electric shampooer
an Avenue is carpeted, air-con- $1. Big K.
A-23-C
SERVICES OFFERED
ditioced, and in a good state
CLEAN
expensive
carpets
with
PROFESSIONAL
of repair.
residential
INCOME PROPERTY: A 9-room the best. Blue Lustre is Ameri- painting. Brush, roll, spray. Refca's
favorite. Rent shampooer erences. Free estimates. Phone
frame house with 5 bedrooms,
3 bath rooms. Located near the $1. Western Auto Store, Home 753-3488.
Sept.-16.0
Campus and presently leased of "The Wishing Well." A-20-C
for over $3,000 per year. Large GROCERY STORE at
wooded lot
Marshall, doing good
INCOME PROPERTY: Large and the price is right.bussiresiBLACKTOP
PAVING
Reason
house located on North 16th., for selling; Doctor said "Get
No Jobs to Small' or Large
as from the University."'
I Out". Come and see it or call
to be Appreciated
41111tru°
has a Cal:A heating syseBenton
A-23-P
527-804a.
Free Estimates
stem and is in a good state of
Contact:
repair. This property could eas- GOOD CARPET, $1.99 sq. yd.
ily be converted into a tri-plex Heavy shag, $3.95 sq. yd. Inand its large corner lot offers door-outdoor, $2.75 sq. yd. Heaample parking space for rent- vy Polyester Jute back $3.95
eq. yd., Heavy cut pile, $3.95
ers.
AN EXCirilONAL lake cabin eq. yd., Dupont 501, meets or Setween 8:00 a. in.
and
located in Panorama Shores. exceeds F. H. A., $3.95 sq. yd.
5:00 D. ni.
Excellent design, very nice and Other indoor-outdoor, $3.95 sq.
air conditioned, wooded lot yd. Commercial type rubber
Contains 1520 sq. ft. of floor back, $3.95 sq. yd. Whilte it ARC REGISTERED
German
space and is priced at only $11,- lasts. Pasch.all'c Discount House, Shepherd at stud. Black and
Hazel, Kentucky, 482-9733.
800.
buff. Phone 753-8188.
A-20-P
A-21-P
WE HAVE many excellent
WILL DO baby sitting in my
building lots in desirable loess
home. Phone Mrs. Kent Wright
tions; several are wooded. Come
OIL WELLS FOR SALE
753-8251.
by our office at 502 Maple or
H-1TC
call us at any time to discuss
your Real Estate needs. We
I have two locations, GibAUTOS FOR SALE
appreciate your business.
son County, Indiana and GalTUCKER REALTY & Insurance latin County, Illinois. Com- WILL THE PERSON known to
Co., 502 Maple Street, Mur- plete geological reports have taken Carolyn Maddox's
ray, Kentucky, Phone 753-4342; available, both in produc- billfold out of her car
parked
Home phones: Donald R. Tuck- tion now, an excellent way behind
Hazel
Launderama,
er, 753-5020; Bobby Grogan, to invest tax money.
please return it with papers
753-4978; W. Paul Dailey, Jr.,
Contact:
753-8702.
A-19-C

AUCTIONE Ljt

Hulie V. Hastings, Auctioneer
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Newspapers help cops

and friends in all the world.
Thank you good friends, I love
you dearly. I never got around
to thanking you right for beling so good to me last year
when I was so sick. This time
Mew,
it's taking me longer to get
liNtI
M
hapthe
better, but it has been
piest time of my life. I have my
A
ar.
family and friends here with
S,OP
6
me all the time, now. I have
everything I need and I'm
counting my blessings. I do
vs
want to see my grandson, Richard and his baby, "Little Richie" Hutson. I forgot what I was
saying for a minute, but I'm
ISRAELIS STRIP GAZA NEST-Arab children watch an Israeli
trying to thank everyone for the
bulldozer clear brush and cactus from the side of a road in
food, gifts, letters, visits and
Gaza City, where an Arab guerrilla terrorist had ambushed
all the love that is pouring in.
Israeli troops with a hand grenade. Israeli troops stand
I don't want any of you to feel
guard during operation in occupied territory. (Cablephoto
sad, we all get sick sometimes.
Being sick is a blessing for we
all forget sometimes just how give my love and thanks to
much we are loved. I don't de- everyone. I'm the richest and
serve this much happiness, but happiest person in Gods good
I won't send any of it back. world and it's all because God
Today is Tuesday, Aug. /9,
Thank you my good neighbors and you dear people have bless- the 231st day of 1969 with 134
and friends.
ed my life and love my chil- to follow.
Dr. Hugh Houston deserves dren. Thank you sir, for say
The moon is approaching its
and has all of my appreciation ing it for me, and thank you first quarter.
and love, for tending to me so more for helping my family.
The morning stars are Venus
long and well. I don't make it
All My Love,
and Saturn.
very easy for him, because I
Mrs. Bettie Oliver
The evening stars are Mercuwon't do some of the things
408 South 9th Street
ry, Mars and Jupiter.
he wants me to. He knows I
On this day in history:
should be in the hospital, and
In 1915 two Americans were
we argue a lot about that. Maykilled when a German U-boat
be I'm just stubborn but I'd 150 MISSING
torpedoed the British liner Ararather be at home and that's
bic in the Atlantic.
NEW DELHI (UP!)- Indian
that! He takes good care of me
In 195.5 a flood hit the Noranyway. Thank you Dr. Hugh. news agencies today reported
theastern states, killing 200 per150
persons
were
missing
and
As much as I appreciate all
sons and destroying or damagthe things that are done for feared drowned after a rescue
ing 20,000 homes.
me, nothing has ever made me boat
sank
Thursday
near
In 1960 U-2 spy plane pilot,
as happy as the way you help Monghrys City in Bihar State,
Francis Gary Powers, was conmy children. This is very hard some 250 miles northeast of victed
by a Russian court and
on them and I don't think I Calcutta.
sentenced to 10 years impriscould stand it without your
According to the reports, the onment. Eighteen months later
kindness to them. When I see passengers were being ferried he was
released in exchange for
them so happy I could burst to higher ground from their
Soviet spy Rudolf Abel.
with joy. All mothers know flooded village when the rescue 'In
1966 a 44-day, $1.5 billion
their children are the best, boat sank. An intensive search
airline strike ended.
but we all know mine are. For of the area failed to find any
every kind word and helpful survivors, the agencies said.
A thought for the day: Ben
hand to make them happy, I
nard Baruch said, "America has
really thank you everyone.
* * *
never forgotten, and will never
I didn't mean to talk this
forget, the nobler things that
long and if you don't have
The first five books of the brought her into being and
that
time, Mr. Williams you make Old Testament are called
the light her path."
it shorter but please, PLEASE Torah by
Jews.

Beatles as teachers

1

TULSA, Okla.(UPI)- Tulsa
policemen have found a new
way to find out where burglars
are likely to strike: they read
the local newspapers.

COLOGNE, Germany (UPI)Records by the Beatles are used
in a boy's school here to help
teach English to teen-agers.
Teachers say Beatles texts are
* * *
more
fun
to learn than
Babylon was located in what Shakespeare.
is now southern Iraq.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

190f2 niiir:ZE

moo noon

ACROSS

1 -Opening
4-Coloring
substance
9-Young boy
12-Time gone by
13-Church
official
14-Man's name
15-Feel indignant
at
17-Ached
19-Place •
20-Shade tree
21-City in Russia
23-Crony (colioq.)
24-Country of
Asia
27-Dance step
28-Torrid
29-Adhesive
substance
30-Mans
nickname
31.Hole
32-Proposition
33-Symbol for
tellurium
34-Baseball teams
36-Pale
37.Possessed
38-Chimney
carbon
39-Deity
40-Planet
41-Claw
4.3-Tavern
44-More vapid
46-Climbing
device.49-Swiss river
50-Once more
52.Guido's high
note
53-Period of time
54-Harvests
55-Tear

era

non
3-Armed bands
PE SUM MOOMOO
4-Shut up
000 GOO GOD
5-In music, high
OOMU POO OGOU
6-Cyprinoid fish
7-Country of
000
OMU
Asia
GO 000OPOO PG
8-Snare
OMEJ ROM ORO
9-Seagoing
nom DOM MOM
vessels
000 MOS
10-Exist
POUOMO ODD MO
11-Parent (colloq.)
GEO OQUO OMMU
16-Lamprey
0061 MOMS GOO
18-Poem by
Homer
19
20-Small rug
43 Prohibits
32-Evil
21-Unlocks
35-Public official
22-Wireless
44-Mournful
36-Emerged
23-Vessel
45 Chinese
victorious
25-Essence
pagoda
37-More difficult
26 Wants
46 Part of face
39-Satiate
28-Possessive
47-Man's
name
40-Insane
pronoun
48-Knock
29-Metal fastener 42-Shakespearian
king
51-Cooled lava
3I-Part of flower

DOWN
1 Long, slender
fish
2 Mature

i
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by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®

NO ONE EVER INVITES ME
TO A WIENER ROAST...
5)

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

Gene Diamont 753-6344
WANTED TO BUY
BY OWNER - three-bedroom
A-21-C
brick home, 31 ft. by 61 ft., on
WANTED: Good used oil burnlarge lot. All electric, central
ing heater with blower. Call
air and heat. Keeneland Sub- BEDROOM SUITE, 30-inch light 753-8238.
A-20-P
division. $24,000.00. Phone 753- weight roll away with foam
7525.
Sept 13-C rubber mattress, $20.00. oneNOTICE
half bed and springs, $10.00.
100 x 150' LOT in Kingswood. Rocking chairs, porch or patio, ELECTRDLUX SALES & SerWill consider trade on another $10.00. Seen by appointment. vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
lot or house trailer. Phone 753- Call 753-7941.
ITC M. Sanders. Phone 382-8176,
4518 after five p. m.
A-19-C
Lynnville, Ky.
Sept-17-C
1966 NORTON 750 CC motorapproximately
5,500
cycle,
FOR RENT
/ •
miles. Must sell. Call 753-4503
after
6:00
p.m.
A-19-P
10' x 50' TRAILER, Jerald Rich• ;),.. Look Out for the
A-21-P ANTIQUE
erson, 753.3328.
Practice
Piano,
4 (A.R9 MOTORCYCLE
LARGE six-room apartment. $69.95, at your complete music
MANIACS:
Private entrance and private center. Leach's Music & T. V.,
Dixieland
Center.
Phone
75$435-4892
or
753parking. Phone
A-19-C
A-19-C 7575.
4703.
AUTOS POE BALI
TWO-BEDROOM trailer at Wal- NEW AND USED Calloway and
drop's Trailer Court Phone Murray High School textbooks. BARGAIN-1987 TRAA titish
Wallace's Book Store, 1413
753-5377 before 4:00 p.
A-21-C Racing, green with whitegtop
A-19-C Olive Boulevard.
Good condition. Must sell now,
am being drafted. Call 753-8338
SIDING ALUMINUM and vinyl. before five la. in.
A-21-C
Free estimates. Call Murray
CARD OF THANKS
753-4881 or write Box 100, HamThe family of Glen C. Ashlin, Kentucky.
A-19-P
croft wish to thank all of those
ONE GENTLE black quarter who helped us during the illNEW LARGE three-bedroom horse, one three year old filly ness and death of our dear beA-19-C loved one.
brick duplex with extra large colt Phone 753-5532.
To Doctors Hugh and Hal
master bedroom. In Robertson
ASHLEY wood or coal stove.
School district. Central heat and
Houston, the nurses at the HosPhone 753-2521.
A-19-C pital and
air. Gold carpet throughout.
Westview Nursing
Phone 753-6202.
Home and the J. H. Churchill
A-21-C
Funeral Home for the care and
NEW two-bedroom trailer on 350 KAWASAKI motorcycle, attention that you gave to him.
only
1900 miles, still in warwater front lot. Phone 436-5617
To Rev. Dodson ter his conafter 3:00 p. m.
A-28-P ranty. Must sell. Phone 753- soling Words and prayers. To
7217 from nine a. m. to five
our many friends and devoted
p. in. or 753-5917 after five
neighbors for the food, flowers
p. in.
A-19-C and love
you gave to us.
BUSINESS OFFORTUNMaS
Our sorrow in our loss is
ACRE
FARM
FIFIT
with
five
for
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
room house for sale or for rent. somewhat easier to bear because
responsible persons or couples Six miles from Murray
on black of all of your kindness.
earnings,
Unlimited
with auto.
Lorah Ashcroft
top Also 1951 panel truck.
retirement
and possible early
Barbara and Max Brandon
Phone
753-2288
after
5:00
p.
with no age limit. Call 753-7323
Sheree and Karen
m.
A-21-C
1TP
after 6:00 p. in.
1TP
OCOMODATIONS for one or
o horses. Pasture and stall
apace. Approximately one-half
mile from city limits on hard
surface road. Call 753-1970.

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy
HOTTEST DAY
THIS YEAR

I KEEP MY DRESSES
IN THE FREEZER
OVERNIGHT

I ALWAYS
SHIVER ON
HOT
MORNINGS

DON'T TELL ME
YOU'RE SHIVERING
ON THIS HOT
MORNING
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by R. Van Buren

Abbie'N Slats
I,

YA SAY YA TRYIN' T' LOCATE THIS
HERE SLATS SCRAPPLE WELL,
1ER IN THE
MO
RIGHT PLACE,
Citatory*
BATH LESS .

THAT'S A BUM RAP IF I
YER PAL'S IN THE (
RIVER PRECINCT
EVER HEARS ONE AN'
HOOSEGOW,ON A RAP
GOT A NASTY SUSPICION
WHAT CREEP PINNED
0' PASSIN' COUNTERFEIT
MONEY.
IT ON HIM!!

I KNEW IF ANYBODX
COULD Do IT, IT WAS
,L9
STOOL I E Mc PIGEON,
NO COMICI4S
CAS*.

e

0/•••-

•

ONANI 114,4

st

7.53-71i4

by Al Capp

Lil' Abner
TA I N'T

v axaa

RIGHT FO'

AM DIDN'T START GOIN'
REGULAR UNTIL AH WAS TEN AN'AF- ONLY WENT THEN
BECUZ AH WANTED TO BE
NEAR MAH MOTHER-

A CHILE YORE
AGE 10 GO
10 NO BURLEY-

CUE.'.'

AH WANTS TO BE
NEAR YO; McGOON!!

401104•'3

•kegeao"s4k
4

41e10",

4
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e

Or
AI
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•
ft,

.7#
'me
easier.:
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PAnE EIGHT

Land
Transfers

er

Harlan Bagwell and Elizabeth
Bagwell of Puryear,Tenn., Clyde
Ed Bagwell and Matilda Bagwell
of Fort Wayne, Ind., to Dan Parker and Nancy Parker; lot in Bagwell Manor Subdivision.
Guy Spann and Larne Spann
to B. H. Brown; lot at North 6th
and Olive Street.
Audrey W. Simmons, Sr., and
A. W. Simmons, Jr., to William
R. Young; 26 acres on U.S, Highway 641.
Dow Jones to Harold T. Hurt;
correction of title to property
in Calloway County.
Harold T. Hurt to Dow Jones
and Bettie D. Jones; correction
of title to prope,rty in Calloway
County:
H. S. Rogers to Harold T.
Hurt; correction of title to property in Calloway County.
Harold T. Hurt to H. S. Rogers and Fannie Sue Rogers; correction of title to property in
Calloway County.
Hontas Kelly Houston to Carlos
E. Williams and Mildred H. Williams; lot in Pasco Subdivision on
Calloway Avenue.
John C. Williams and Cora A.
Williams to Harold G. Beaman
and Betty Lou Beaman; lot in
Meadow Lane Subdivision.
City of Murray to Hiram L.
Tucker; ten ft. wide strip of
land on Highway 121 Bypass.
Bobby Nix Crawford and Martha E. Crawford to Arthur H.
Hatcher and Melva F. Hatcher;
lot in Crestmere Subdivision.
Usher & Gardner,Inc.,to W. B.
Driver and David Driver; property on Louie Chester Road.
Walter R. Jones and Mary
Ellen Jones to John D. Vance
and Janice Vance; lot in College
View Addition.
Opal Parker to Jackie Newberry and Janice Newberry;0.918
acres on Ezell Road.
Evin Allen to Barbara Crane
of Poplar Bluff, Mo.; lot in College Addition.
Edward T. Edrington to H. T. ,
Waldrop; power of attorney.
I
Lillian Corn and H. C. Corn
to Thomas J. Riley,Jr.,andMarguerite C. Riley; lot on Highway
94 West.
Buford C. Bailey and Laura W.
Bailey to William A. Jones an
Martha N. Jones; lot on South 4th
Street.
Smithwood Development Corp.,
Inc. to James R. Maxwell or
Maida L. Maxwell of Lovedell,
Mo., two lots; Walter M. Corder
or Helen M. Corder of Highland,
Ind., one lot; Cyrus C. Maxwell
or Reba L. Maxwell of Mehlville, Mo., three lots; Thomas
Rostkowski, Cecilia Rostkowski,
or Wallace Rostkowski of Des
Plaines, Ill. one lot; Marion
Ridge or Anna L. Ridge of Indianapolis, Ind. one lot.
Smithwood Development Corp.,
Inc., to Edward J. Lay, Jr. or
Delores S. Lay of New Whiteland,
Ind., four lots; Rolland Antes or
Gladys Antes of Plainfield, Ill.,
one lot; Charles K. Jones or L.
Dale Jones of Chicago, Ill., three
lots; Hugh E. Jordan or Avon
Jordan of Williamsport, Ind.,two
lots; James L. Shaffer or Clara
Shaffer of Champaign, Ill. two
lots; John W. Brown or Louise
S. Brown of Elgin, Ill., two lots.
Smithwood Development Corp.,
Inc., to Leonard Benjamin and
James Benjamin of Downers Grove, Ill. eight lots; C. W. Ridge
or Edr; M. Ridge of Crete,
one lot; Jack Lafferty or Jony
Ree Lafferty of Cookeville, Tenn., one lot; Thomas J. Gobble
or Bettie R. Gobble, Jr., of
Cookeville, Tenn., one lot; Claude Ray or Mary Jayne Decker
of Indianapolis, Ind., two lots;
John R. Boyd of Huntsville, Ala.,
three lots; Gerald V. McFadden
or Laura E. McFadden of Chicago, Ill., two lots.
Smithwood Development Corp.,
Inc., to Claude H. Abell or Maxine
Abell of Pendleton, hid., two lots;
Harold J. Yetter of Westchester,
, two lots; James E. Peteroof
Indianapolis, Ind., two lots; Willard Eklund or Mary Ellen Eklund
of Brookfield, ill., three lots;
James Sammons or Cleona Sammons of Wayland, four lots;
Howard Newcomb or Jean Newcomb of Clarksville, Tenn., two
lots; Walter E. Tatum or Margaret A. Tatum of East Chicago,
111., two lots.

TURNS IN BODY
PADUA, Italy (UPI)-Rigo
Lazzarotti, 57, double-parked
outside Padua Police Headquarters, strolled up to a patrolman
and said "I've got something
for you."
The policeman peered inside
the car. There lay the body of
Rim Lunardi, 44. Lazzarotti
was charged with murdering
her during a quarrel earlier
Thursday.

The U.S. Embassy here said
the search was abandoned
Thursday after air and ground
patrolt of the three nations
reported finding no trace of the
wreckage. The plane vanished
on a routine flight from
Santiago, Chile, to Buenos
Aires.

TIMES —

gardless of whether or not you
Intend to use it immediately.
Q - I was issued a Certificate
of Eligibility for education ID
1967. I was unable to attend schQ - After I file my application ool then, but I plan to enroll this
for educational allowance under fall. It is for the same school and
the G.I. Bill, how long does it take program. Should I get an updated
to get my Certificate of Eligicertificate?
bility from the Veterans Admin- A - The original certificate
istration?
Is still good if the program of
A - Normally, it takes about study and the school are still the
three or four weeks. It is best same. A new certificate is reto file for your Certificate of quired only if there is a change
Eligibility upon being discharg- in your program or school.
ed from the Armed Forces re- I understand I must make

Veterans Questions
and Answers
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satisfactory progrea in school
in order to receive educational
allowance from the Veterans Administration. What standard of
progress does the VA require?
A - A veteran enrolled under
laws administered by the VA
must maintain satisfactory conduct and progress in accordance
with the standards and policies
of the educational institution he
attends. If the school suspends
the student, G.I. Bill benefits
will also be suspended.
Q I have a Certificate of Elig-

ibility for a G.I. loan that states TO FILL POST
It is valid through June 3, 1969.
Can I get this date extended?
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
A - No. This date was deter- Nixon administration has decidmined by a formula set by law. ed to name an American
ambassador to Greece, a post
Sources
Los Alamos', N.M.,'is nick- vacant since January.
Department
also
State
said
the
named "The Atomic City° bePresident
cause the atom bomb was de- Is expected to urgeambassador
Nixon to send an
veloped there.
to Sweden, another post vacant
* * *
since the first of the year. Iris
believed no ambassadors have
inpopulation
California's
creased 65 per cent in the 1920s, been appointed to the countries
largest rise in the state's history. because of the military junta

The first toll roads built in
Kentucky in 1836 cost $5,000
a mile, compared with inure
than $I million per mile today .
Louisiana still calls its counties "parishes", preserving names
given them when they were
church units.

So
In
Cal]

United

ruling in Greece and Sweden's
recognition of North Vietnam.
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Fit 'n' Flare Slacks in the
latest fall colors, solids,
stripes, prints, pull-on
and side zip styles. 50%
Fortrel, 50% Cotton, 65%
Dacron, 35% Cotton and
'Blends. Sizes 8-18.

Ladies' sweater in crew neck and
v-neck long sleeve pullover and basic
long sleeve cardigan. All of 70%
Wool, 20% Polyester and 10% Nylon.
Beautiful colors of Oatmeal, Golden
Straw, Red Spice and Blue Lark.
Sizes 34 - 40.

LADIES'
DYED-TO-MATCH

SKIRT
88
and
up
"7"1777717:

Beautiful wool skirts dyed
to match the sweaters.
Sheath and A-line styles.
Sizes: Petite 8-14, Average
10-18, in colors of Oatmeal,
Golden Straw, Red Spice
and Blue Lark.
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SLACKS
LADIES'

JUMPER SET
1166
Bonded Acrylic
Jumper with full
Blouse and bow
trim at neck. Sizes:
8-16 in all of the
latest colors.
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GIRLS

Bold prints on cotton
duck with solid sash and
flare legs. Just right for
those cool nights. Sizes:
7-14.
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DISCONTINUE SEARCH

BUENOS AIRES (UPI)Argentina, Chile and the United
States have discontinued a
search for a U.S. Navy C47
which disappeared over the
Andes Mountains Ai. 4 with 16
persons aboard.

At
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Acres Of Free Parking
Phone 753-8777

LADIES'

Nude heel, run
stop, tailored toe,
50 denier panty,
20 denier mesh
Colors: Rhap
sod)?, Cinnamon,
Sunspice, Jet Block,
Pacific Blue, Coffee
lean, Grey Mist.

LADIES' BUCARONI

SKIRTS
54

The smart new look that is
in for fall. The buttons, the
pockets, the pleats and the
baits give the finishing
touches to these skirts. 65%
Dacron, 35% Coton, Sizes:
5-13, 8-16. Color,: Navy,
Green, Brown, Berry.

DEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY.,

SHELL
77

Ladies' solid and stripe
mock turtle shells. Sizes
34-40 its the latest fall
colors.

We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer.

STORE HOURS: Mon. thru Sat.
9 a. m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 to 6 p.m.

LADIES' 12 GAUGE

SWEATER

Fine gauge sweahtr slipover and cardigan for that
, basic look that is always
right. Sizes 34-40. Colors
White, Red, Green, Navy,
Toast.
.4-
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